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Commission approves a 
lower credit requirement 
by Cyndy Lkdtke 
senior writer 
A proposal to reduce the 
minimum number of credit hours 
from 128 to 125 has one more 
hurdle to pass before becoming 
university policy. 
This proposal was one of 
several, including plans to restore 
the African/African-American 
studies minor and change the 
degree requirement for Political 
Science to a bachelor of arts 
degree only, approved by the 
Undergraduate Studies 
Commission on Tuesday. The 
proposals will be voted on by the 
University Council next-week 
before becoming policy. 
All of the proposals were 
passed unanimously, with the 
exception of the minimum credit 
hours. The proposal passed by a 
narrow 11-10 margin, with all six 
student members of the 
commission present voting 
against it. The commission 
speculated that the three hours 
would most likely come out of 
free electives. 
Allan Grimsley, Student 
Government Association vice 
president and member of the 
commission, said the proposal 
was not specific enough and most 
likely wouldn't make a difference 
in reducing the amount of time it 
takes for a student to graduate. 
Grimsley said there are already 
a lot of degree programs that 
require students to take beyond 
the minimum hours and 
removing three hours of electives 
would do nothing to remedy that. 
"We need to look more at a 
ceiling rather than a minimum." 
Grimsley, who also serves on the 
University Council, said although 
the proposal could be tabled at 
next Thursday's meeting for 
further discussion, it will 
probably pass. 
"Unless there is a groundswell 
of faculty and students coming in 
to kill it, it has a good chance of 
passing," Grimsley said. 
Oberst said proposals from the 
commission are passed most of 
the time by the council because 
MAGGIE WELTER 
Attack! 
Artist Denny Dent paints to the sound of music In his 
"Two-fisted Art Attack" on the commons Wednesday. 
"so much discussion" has already 
taken place. 
Frank Doherty, JMU director 
of institutional research, said the 
average number for those who 
graduated in 1993 was 13S.SS 
hours for students who entered as 
first-time freshmen. For students 
who graduated in four years, the 
average was 133 hours. 
According to Bethany Oberst, 
JMU vice president for academic 
affairs and chairwoman of the 
commission, the change in 
minimum hours for graduation 
would affect all students 
beginning with the 1994-95 
academic year. The change in 
required credit hours is the first 
of a two-step process that could 
eventually bring the minimum 
number down to 120, she said. 
"Initially, the first 125 hours 
would be something that would 
be effective in starting to improve 
our graduation rates — 
something that makes courses 
more available for students," 
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Rape included under 
sexual misconduct label 
by Jonathan Rhudy 
 police reporter  
An alleged acquaintance 
rape, which resulted in a 
student being charged 
judicially with sexual 
misconduct, has sparked 
questions concerning the 
differences between the two 
charges. 
According to Alan 
MacNutt, director of public 
safety, the apparent rape, 
which reportedly occurred in a 
residence hall the week of 
Sept. 5, was reported to 
campus police and the proper 
off-campus authorities. 
Criminal charges were not 
filed because the 
"Commonwealth attorney 
declined to press charges," 
MacNutt said. The alleged 
rape victim then filed judicial 
charges. 
Michael Way, university 
judicial coordinator, said 
acquaintance rape is included 
in JMU's sexual misconduct 
charge. 
"Sexual misconduct is a 
heading under which a variety 
of behaviors are prohibited, 
including rape," Way said. 
According to JMU 1993-94 
Student Handbook, "Sexual 
misconduct includes sexual 
assault or sexual intercourse 
without consent." 
JMU's judicial policy 
avoids the legal terminology 
of the criminal code, Way 
added. 
MacNutt said he felt it was 
legally appropriate for JMU to 
identify acquaintance rape 
under a judicial charge of 
sexual misconduct. The 
university does not have "the 
authority to determine if 
something is a felony or rape," 
he added. That authority is left 
up to criminal justice. 
Way said, "All of these 
criticisms arise because people 
look to the judicial system for 
the wrong thing, . . . our 
purpose is educational." 
Marriott enters second year 
directing JMU dining services 
by Matt Warner 
senior writer 
This is the second story of a two- 
part series. 
The Marriott Corporation, in 
its second year of directing JMU 
dining services, is coming out of 
its adjustment period, which 
hopefully will prevent a repeat of 
last year's $300,000 revenue 
shortfall, according to JMU 
Assistant Vice President Suzanne 
Straub. 
Marriott, a 66-year-old 
national hotel chain and dining 
contractor, employs six JMU 
dining service managers. 
While the revenue shortfall 
was mostly due to a lower 
number of on-campus students, to 
whom JMU sells most of its 20- 
meal contracts, Straub conceded 
that last year's problems were 
also due to the "learning curve" 
of that adjustment period. 
"It takes time to assess the 
situation and make changes," 
Straub said. "We have gotten past 
that first year. We're not making 
excuses, but we're moving 
along." 
While the JMU self-managed 
dining services was not a 
"broken" organization before 
Marriott's arrival in 1992, Straub 
said, "student satisfaction was 
slipping. We needed to have the 
expertise and resources" that a 
corporate dining contractor could 
provide. 
But while JMU was deciding 
between several dining 
contractors, "we wanted to 
maintain control as an 
institution," Straub said. 
The result was to create an 
unusual form of dining service 
administration, where Marriott 
staffs the senior food service 
positions and leaves all other 
positions — including the 700 
student employees — on the 
JMU/state payroll. 
"There's only a few in the 
country like ours," said Rick 
Larson, a Marriott employee and 
JMU senior food service director 
said. Normally, a dining 
contractor will completely take 
over a school's dining facilities, 
such as Marriott did at William & 
Mary and George Mason. 
In those arrangements, the 
school will usually pay the dining 
contractor money it will need for 
operating expenses, and the 
contractor pays rent to the school. 
Profits might also be split 
between the contractor and the 
school. 
But at JMU, the school pays 
for operating expenses directly; it 
does not pay expenses through 
the contractor. 
However, Marriott workers' 
salaries are not handled in the 
same method as operating 
expenses. JMU indirectly pays 
for the Marriott workers' salaries 
through Marriott Corporation. 
Larson said that if the Marriott 
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continued from page 1 
Oberst said. 
Currently, JMU has the highest 
minimum credit hours for graduation in 
the state. Oberst said in her view, the 
university needs to go down to 120 credit 
hours in order send a message to the 
public that JMU is acting responsibly with 
state funds and is concerned about the 
length of time it takes to get a degree. 
By first dropping to 125 credit hours, 
Oberst said, the structure of few programs 
is directly affected. Dropping to 120 
would require more extensive study and 
consideration of the impact on degree 
programs, she said. 
When going down to 120 hours, the 
university would have to re-evaluate the 
percentages of hours a student spends on 
classes to meet major and liberal studies 
requirements as well as free electives, 
Oberst said. 
Jack Armistead, dean of the College of 
Letters and Sciences and member of the 
commission, said that most major 
programs would have to be restructured if 
the university drops to 120 hours for 
graduation. The liberal studies program 
would also have to be changed if the hours 
are reduced. 
Reducing the number of credit hours 
required for graduation is one part of a 
process the university is undertaking for 
"enrollment management." With 
enrollment management, the university 
wants to improve course availability and 
to also make moves to make sure students 
can graduate in four years. 
Aside from reducing graduation 
requirements, enrollment management 
includes monitoring student interest in 
different degree programs and offering 
more appealing classes during May and 
summer sessions. "We want to make sure 
that we don't over-schedule because we 
have to make efficient use of resources," 
Oberst said. "We also do not want to be 
under-scheduled." 
Also at the meeting: 
• The undergraduate studies commission 
also reinstated the African/African- 
American    studies    minor,    which 
disappeared from the course catalog after 
Marriott 
continued from page 1 
workers' were paid directly by the school, 
then they technically wouldn't be Marriott 
employees. 
Last year, five Marriott employees 
worked at JMU, and Straub said their 
salaries totaled $211,340. 
Every year, JMU will pay Marriott an 
"administration and supervision fee" of 
.75 percent of dining 
services' gross sales. 
which come from 
dining contracts and 
additional food sales. 
Last year, JMU's 
gross sales were 
about $13.4 million, 
and the fee was 
$93,182. 
Marriott can also 
earn up to an 
additional 2.5 percent 
of gross sales, 
depending upon how ~~~■*■■■«■^— 
well it measures up to certain performance 
standards in program development, 
customer satisfaction, sales and student 
meal plan participation. Last year, 
Marriott earned 1.4 percent in these 
"incentive fees" from JMU, totaling 
$189,616. 
Larson said in exchange for these fees, 
JMU has access to a wide variety of 
Marriott resources such as marketing 
services, technical services and design 
consultants. Technical services can be 
menu analysis and a "test" kitchen, and 
People are realizing 
that it's not the 
sloppin '-the-hogs 
kind of feeding. 
Rick Larson 
JMU Senior Food Service Director 
design consultants can evaluate facility 
layout and assist in equipment 
procurement. 
Marriott also gives JMU dining services 
access to corporate training programs, 
legal services and the experience gained 
from working at 450 other schools, Larson 
said. 
Larson said administrators nationwide 
are realizing that running a dining facility 
is no less a 
commercial enterprise 
than owning a 
restaurant. 
"People are 
realizing that it's not 
sloppin'-the-hogs kind 
of feeding," Larson 
said. "Students are 
more refined than 
that." 
In addition to 
Larson, the Marriott 
employees at JMU are 
~~—"^~~"~""~ Aubry Wooten, 
director of resident dining; Steve 
Hermann, executive chef; Dana Campbell, 
D-hall food service manager; Mark 
Hamiin, retail dining director; and Dave 
Moretti, marketing manager. Moretti, who 
graduated from JMU in 1985, used to be a 
D-hall student worker. 
D-hall Director Hank Moody said, "The 
entire staff here has worked very hard in 
the past year to adjust." 
The Marriott workers "have been 
confident people, very nice people to work 
with," he said. 
the 1986-87 academic year. 
Jacqueline Walker, associate professor 
of history and head of the committee to 
reinstate the minor, said the minor has 
been changed to provide a more global 
view of African-American studies. 
Inquiries from students, who have 
already been taking many of the classes 
that are involved in the minor, prompted 
reinstating the minor. Walker said. 
The minor is an interdisciplinary 
program within the College of Letters and 
Sciences and includes classes in history, 
English, foreign language, geography, 
liberal studies, sociology and 
anthropology. 
Verta Maloney, president of the Black 
Student Alliance, said, "I think it was 
inevitable that something be done to 
approve the minor. Obviously, the next 
step is getting a black studies program at 
the university." 
• In response to a growing need for 
graduates in political science to have a 
foreign language background for graduate 
school, law school and the job market, the 
department saw the need to change the 
degree in political science to eliminate the 
bachelor of science degree in political 
science, only permitting a bachelor of arts 
degree, according to Kay Knickrehm, 
political science department head. 
The changes will be effective with next 
year's catalog and next year's entering 
freshmen, she said. "It is the opinion of 
the faculty of political science that in 
today's world, some familiarity with 
foreign language is critical," Knickrehm 
said. 
• Within the college of business, the 
commission approved proposals to add 
financial engineering as a bachelor of 
science degree in the finance and business 
law department, to establish a general 
business minor and to add concentrations 
in small and family business, general 
management and human resource 
management in the management 
department 
• The commission also approved proposals 
to change requirements within the English 
and geology majors and to change the 




Heath Haynes of the JMU band, Ice Cream Socialists, rocks on the 
commons Monday afternoon. 
"To the press alone, chequered as it is with abuses, the world is indebted for all the 
triumphs which have been gained by reason and humanity over error and oppression." 
— James Madison 
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CORRECTION 
The caption for the front 
page photo in the Oct. 7-issue 
should have read, "JMU 
Economics Professor J. 
Barkley Rosser, Jr. reads 
poetry in a fundraiser to help 
feed the homeless." 
The Breeze regrets the error. 
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SGA executive committee tables bill 
'Booker Bill' passes Senate, but remanded for more debate next week 
by Cristie Breen 
SGA reporter 
The SGA's executive 
committee voted unanimously to 
table a controversial bill passed 
Tuesday by the Student Senate. 
The bill proposed that the 
JMU Board of Visitors conduct a 
student survey of musical tastes 
in order to potentially make 
programming at WXJM more 
representative of the student 
body. 
The tabling came as a 
result of a decision by 
the executive council 
that "it would be 
best to use those 
channels [within 
WXJM]   as   the 
most effective way 
for the ideas behind 
the survey to get to 
WXJM," SGA 
President Josh Pringle 
said. 
The bill, which went against 
the wishes of many WXJM 
members, will remain inactive 
unless the tabling is overridden 
by two-thirds of the senate on 
Tuesday. If WXJM conducts its 
own survey within a few weeks, 
the bill will be killed, Pringle 
said. However, if WXJM is 
"unwilling or unable" to comply 
with the request for a survey, he 
said the bill may be brought 
before the senate again. 
"The [SGA] executive 
committee would like to rectify 
the situation with WXJM by 
discussing with them the 
possibilities of student input 
without going over their heads," 
Pringle said. 
Courtney Hermann, general 
manager of WXJM, said, "There 
is no need for hard feelings 
between the SGA and WXJM. 
This is a good sign of the 




direct route was to 
go straight to the 
WXJM board of 
directors. Thai's 
what we're going 
to do," Hermann 
said. 
The bill was 
proposed by senator 
Michael Booker, and had 
narrowly passed 20-18 Tuesday 
after heated debate and changes 
to the original bill. The amended 
version was passed in hopes of "a 
new point of view" within 
WXJM, according to Booker. 
Booker said "maybe it is a 
good idea," to table the bill. "We 
compromised by changing the 
bill to avoid illegality," but he 
said WXJM is "still fighting 
against the survey. 
■T 
SGA Senator Michael Booker, 
author of bill about WXJM 
"There is no need for WXJM 
and SGA to be in a friclional 
relationship for the rest of the 
year," Booker said. "I find this 
whole situation disconcerting." 
Senator Jennifer Mabe, who 
voted Tuesday in favor of the bill 
and was present at the executive 
committee meeting, said, 
'Tabling the bill was a good idea 
if WXJM really wants to do the 
survey. But if they don't lake 
care of it, the bill can always be 
taken off the table." 
More than 40 WXJM 
supporters attended the senate 
meeting Tuesday in the Warren 
Hall Highlands Room, where 
senators debated for over an hour 
about possible amendments to the 
proposed bill. 
The original bill stated that the 
survey should be completed by 
WXJM General Manger 
Courtney Hermann 
the SGA, with results being 
presented to WXJM upon 
completion. 
But WXJM stated that the 
original bill was illegal, because 
the Federal Communications 
Commission states that only the 
licensee has influence on station 
operations. The licensee for 
WXJM is the JMU Board of 
Visitors. 
"I am very glad that the 
original bill was not passed," 
Hermann said. "It was illegal and 
inaccurate." 
Senator Stephen Gilbert son 
proposed "friendly amendments," 
which the author of the bill can 
accept or deny. Booker accepted 
the move to put the survey under 
the auspices of the JMU Board of 
Visitors, instead of SGA. 
Gilbertson would not comment 
after the meeting. 
Booker said he proposed the 
bill due to a complaint he 
received from a constituent this 
semester that WXJM was not 
adequately representing JMU 
students' musical tastes. 
Booker reasoned that by taking 
action through the SGA and JMU 
Board of Visitors, rather than 
through the WXJM Board of 
Directors, the decision would 
receive a non-partial hearing. 
A proposed amendment to the 
bill designating that the request 
for the survey be given to the 
WXJM Board of Directors was 
not passed because die board of 
directors may be biased, Booker 
said. 
The WXJM Board of Directors 
is made up of students and 
faculty, including Hermann, 
WMRA general manager and 
WXJM adviser Brenda Hankey, 
and Dr. Richard Whitman, dean 
of the College of Fine Arts and 
Communication. 
"We want non-biased, non- 
partisan professional 
interpretation of the survey," 
Booker said. "I would feel 
nervous about some partiality 
within the board of directors," he 
said. 
Brenda Hankey, general 
manager of WMRA and faculty 
advisor to WXJM, said she was 
SOApaee9 
Forensics team excels in 
early season competition 
by Janet DriscoJI 
staffwriter 
The JMU forensics team is off to a 
winning start this year, with both its 
debate and individual events teams 
capturing awards in their first 
tournaments. 
The 15-member debate team won its 
season opener in a tournament held at 
King's College in Wilkes-Barre, Perm, on 
Sept. 24-26. The team captured four 
individual and five team awards. 
Debate coach Ronald Wastyn said the 
team is trying to compete this year with 
nationally known learns such as Harvard 
and Dartmouth. 
"We always had a very good local 
program," Wastyn said. "We're trying to 
get equal fooling with national [teams]." 
Wastyn said debates for all tournaments 
this year concern curtailing the power of 
the U. S. president. Debaters research die 
topic, and the individual tournament 
debates are based on that detailed 
information that research. 
Brian Brock, a freshman member of the 
team, described the first tournament as 
"challenging." He saic the biggest 
obstacles for him are the research time 
involved for each debate and tougher 
college competition. 
Brock, who debated for three years at 
Kempsville High School in Virginia 
Beach, said the amount of time spent 
researching topics equals the lime spent on 
classwork. 
Sophomore team member Danielle 
Giroux agreed that the greatest challenge 
of being a team member is "trying to 
balance the amount of work debate lakes 
and the amount of work school takes." 
But Brock and Giroux said they still 
believe debate is worth die effort. 
"You learn a lot about current social 
issues," Brock said. "It would help you 
with just about anything." 
Giroux, who plans to attend law school, 
added, "I think it will definitely help me in 
my career. In debate, you're required to 
see both sides of the issue." 
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CRAKS NEWMAN 
Hangin' Out 
Junior Sarah Musgrave takes advantage of some quiet time to do some 
pleasure reading on a recent warm afternoon outside of Gifford Hall. 







Serving Luncb & Dinner 
Featuring: Fresh 
Homemade Pasta & 
Bread 
Fine Dining; Romantic 
Atmosphere 
243 Neff Ave. (Behind 
Valley Mall) 
564-2900 











trfs Weekend Open ir 
\    •• 
at Hunter's Ridge 
lave Thousands Of Dollars 
On Your Overall Education Cost! 
mu*+\ 
■k Over 275 Units Have Been Sold or 
Resold To Parents & Investors! 
* Your Son/Daughter Can Live "Rent 
Free" By Owning vs. Renting! 
* All Developer Owned Townhouse 
Units Will Include A Free Furniture 
Package (A $4000 Value!). 
Only 6 Original Units Remain. 
* FHA Financing Allows You to 
Purchase With Only A 5% Down Payment! 
•k Hunters Ridge - No One Offers You More! 
• Excellent Bus Service 
• Luxury Modern Apartments 
• Fully Equipped Kitchen 
• Sand Volleyball & Basketball Courts 
• Very Close To Campus 
■ • 
:•• 
Stop By Our Open House Friday, Saturday & Sunday, October 15, 16, & 17 
From Warn To 4pm To View Our Models And See How Your Son Or 
Daughter Can Live "Rent Free"... Thereby Saving Thousands Of Dollars On 
Their Overall Education Costs/ 
Ken Honeycutt - Broker 
(703) 434-4424 
1-800-JMU-4558 
University Realty - 2nd Floor 
715 Port Republic Road 
Harrisonburg, VA 22801 
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World News 
U.S. recalls ship from Haitian waters 
when faced with no guarantee of safety 
NEWSFILE 
China to lose trade privileges 
without work In human rights 
BEUING—The top U.S. policymaker for 
human rights warned Chinese officials 
Tuesday that Washington would not 
renew Beijing's most-favored-nation trade 
status next June unless they improved 
China's record on human rights issues. 
Assistant Secretary of State John 
Shattuck said that two days of talks 
helped "set the stage for productive 
discussions" between President Clinton 
and Chinese President Jiang Zemin at the 
Asia Pacific Economic Forum next month 
in Seattle. 
The human rights issues that concern 
U.S. officials include the release of 
political prisoners, conditions in Tibet, 
prison labor in goods for export, forced 
abortions and mandatory sterilizations. 
U.S. economists win Nobel Prize 
for work in economic history 
Two U.S. economists shared the Nobel 
Prize Tuesday for their contribution in 
applying modem statistical methods to the 
study of the past 
The Nobel Prize committee named 
Robert W. Fogel, 67, and Douglass C. 
North, 72, pioneers in the field of 
economic history, as recipients of the 
$850,000 prize. Fogel is known for his 
study of slavery and its role in U.S. 
economic development. North is known 
for studying the role of labor unions and 
legal systems in economic growth. 
The men were recognized for their 
efforts to fuse the quantitative methods of 
economists with historians' careful 
attention to empirical detail. 
The economics award, established by 
the Central Bank of Sweden in 1968, is 
the only Nobel prize not endowed by 
Swedish inventor Alfred B. Nobel. 
Cable subscription costs down 
as a result of price controls 
Contrary to early media reports, most 
cable television subscribers appear to be 
enjoying lower monthly bills as a result of 
new price controls imposed by the federal 
government in September. 
A congressional subcommittee held a 
bearing last month to analyze complaints 
from customers and cable companies. 
But the law often described as the most 
important piece of consumer legislation in 
years is producing savings for millions of 
people who subscribe to cable. 
While some consumers did get higher 
bills, a check of companies around the 
nation show that a broad majority of 
customers pay less for cable now than 
before the rules took effect Sept 1. 
Cable operators said the real value of 
the law is that it prevents operators from 
raising their rales faster than inflation. 
L Times/Washington Poet new* 
service 
The Pentagon ordered a U.S. Navy ship 
carrying American and Canadian troops to 
leave Haitian waters Tuesday after Haiti's 
military commander refused to guarantee 
the force's safety in its mission of 
assisting democratic rule there. 
President Clinton denounced the refusal 
and said he would "push strongly" for the 
reimposition of economic sanctions 
against the country. The United Nations 
lifted the measures, which included an oil 
embargo, in August after an agreement for 
the return of exiled President Jean- 
Bertrand Aristide began to take hold. 
Tuesday's defiance was widely seen in 
the Haitian capital as a victory for the 
military leaders who led the bloody 1991 
coup that overthrew Aristide, Haiti's first 
democratically elected president. It was 
also a blow to the hopes that the U.N.- 
brokered plan, signed by the military and 
the president to restore Aristide to power 
on Oct. 30, would go forward on schedule. 
Pentagon officials said the USS Harlan 
County landing craft with 218 troops 
aboard was diverted to Guantanamo Bay 
Naval Station in Cuba after being 
prevented from docking in Port-au-Prince. 
Another ship, the USS Fairfax County, 
was supposed to go to Haiti later this week 
but will not leave its station, officials said. 
In Port-au-Prince, Sen. Bob Graham 
(D-Fla.) and Rep. Alcee L. Hastings (D- 
Fla.), along with U.S. charge d'affaires 
Vicki Huddleston, held a three-hour 
meeting with Lt. Gen. Raoul Cedras, 
commander of the armed forces, but could 
not get him to commit to protecting the 
troops sent under the U.N. plan to help 
train a new police force and assist in 
public works to revive Haiti's economy. 
Nor could the delegation get Cedras to 
say that he would retire from the army by 
Monday, another step in implementing the 
accord signed by the general on July 3 on 
Governors Island, N.Y. In exchange for 
senior officers retiring or accepting 
diplomatic assignments, Aristide granted 
them amnesty covering events in the coup. 
On Monday, 193 U.S. troops and 25 
Canadian soldiers on the Harlan County 
were blocked from disembarking by a 
mob that threatened U.N. diplomats, 
bashed cars and attacked foreign 
journalists while the police stood by. 
Tuesday the crowd stayed at the docks 
to block any attempted landing, manned 
road blocks and threatened journalists. 
Sources close to Prime Minister Robert 
Malval, appointed by Aristide to oversee 
the transition, said it was clear that Cedras 
and his police chief, Lt. Col. Michel 
Francois, had only negotiated to buy time 
and seek new ways to cling to power. 
Clinton said he wanted the Haitians "to 
know that I am dead serious about them 
honoring the agreement that they made." 
He added that Cedras and Francois 
must leave. "They're going to have to go 
through with this if they expect to have a 
normal existence," Clinton said. He 
thought there was still "a chance" Aristide 
could return by the end of the month. 
— LA. Times/Washington Post news 
service 
Where tires are retired 
More than 242 million scrap tires are disposed of annual] 
in the United States. Here's where they go: 
Yeltsin defends his actions in Moscow in Japanese visit 
TOKYO—Russian President Boris Yeltsin 
Wednesday offered a belligerent defense 
of what he called "the recent tragic events 
in Moscow," saying "governments 
sometimes have to use force." 
At a press conference marking the close 
of his three-day visit to Japan, a defiant 
Yeltsin didn't wait for the first question 
before plunging into a long explanation of 
his decision to call in army tanks against 
his legislative opposition last week. 
Yeltsin said he was fighting 
"communists and fascists sowing death 
and terror in the streets of Moscow, 
getting ready to spill human blood again." 
Yeltsin argued, "we have been obliged 
to use force to avoid mass terror and 
bloodshed and to avoid again losing 
millions of human lives in Russia ... and 
when we had to be firm, the people of 
Russia understood us." 
Yeltsin spoke at a joint news 
conference with Japanese Prime Minister 
Morihiro Hosokawa in Tokyo. Hosokawa 
had issued a statement of "regret" about 
the violent clash in Moscow last week. 
Hosokawa expressed continued support 
for Yeltsin but said Japan values 
democracy and respect for human rights 
— a reference to Yeltsin's use of tanks to 
crush the rebellion. But Hosokawa also 
said the clash was caused by Yeltsin's 
opponents, according to a Japanese 
government summary of the meeting. 
The discussion then turned to the 
territorial dispute over four Russian-held 
islands north of Japan and Russia's hope 
for significant financial aid from Japan. 
Yeltsin made it clear he did not intend 
to move quickly to settle the islands 
dispute. He said Russia will honor treaties 
the former Soviet Union signed, which 
includes a 19S6 document calling for the 
possible return of two of the islands. Since 
Japan says this offer is insufficient, it will 
probably not be able to give financial aid. 
According to the Japanese government, 
Hosokawa said he regretted the violence 
in Moscow, and he cited phrases from a 
letter to Yeltsin by the Group of Seven 
leading industrial nations that call for a 
"free society" in Russia. 
L Times/Washington Post news 
service 
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SESL      Coming Shows! 
KSSSMMT        Tonight- THEBCSTBAND 
MOZZARELLA SUCKS 3.96 PVPkQ 
Vkn mariran for dipping C ¥ LZaT\ 
!SfLft««M«*r#M Saturday- Hot Country Music 
S^T1:::::::::::::::::.^ with DELMAS DEAN AND 
CHICKEN FINGERS <rulMMr.HIMi 3.99 ttn C/ ^ i f\f\ 
CHEESE FRIES t96 
.4 ilofYT '"*' of Crop Mm and nacho chert 
NACH05 c/»(p» »*/> tpicjchrac uutx 2.95 
SUPER NACHOS 3.95 
CMp. imihered la cJiUV, c*(tH, MUTC, Jen not, onto**, 
lomj toea, pkemnte aaoct, and tour cream 
PRETZELS 06 
frc.h hiked and lightly coved whh aak. Don* loraet the 
ipic? mu.u/d for dtpptna 
FRENCH FRIES Wkhytnu choice of uot,  1.26 
DESIGNER PITAS 
PITAWABBIT Si60 
A tatty wemctabk minure offweah cmWtowv, bmmccoU, 
ma*mmK*/m,wrmmt*,**i&*tmi+mmi*mM 
own wery. wery, tpcctel sauce franch dnmttne) 
PITACOTTONTAR, &.60 
A p*a mmod wM Mtft* <— *M tnwio. lamm a* IOOO 
hMOmriv 
riTA FONDA 8.7B 
IhmemedmcmKktmmmd, tomato, lettuce, ^t.^ nmro. 
hi four heart out Janel 
WHO'S YOUR PADDY riTA 3.96 
/W*rr/c>n.r«7mqf,dttntfyin*fit* withhenry 
mtym, kmatt, mymerm efpreeeUmt chtete 
CROISSANTS 
LE COCHON 3.96 
A fresh baked avUaant rot wtth Vm. beted ham. Swtte, 
brown ntmtard, lettuce., maaammm, fraaca OWK •*» 4 
CLUB STYLE CROISSANT 3.96 
Select turkey huM, net* mayo, bacon, twtat cheeec, 
lettuce mud kmeaeam. 4/M.'a tpextelt 
SAY CHEESE!! 3.46 
4 —I—I nt wth cnanctty beaut tproou, kerb MJSS, 
ronMtn «/id rour cAoacr ofdteeae: American, protaihma. 
$wita, Cheddar, muenater and mmmartOa   
SALADS HHr ' 
CHEF SALAD S.S0 
Lniucm. temato, gnrmm pematmm, aatnom, mm, nnatm 
■»<« afjMj On—, andymaar ohesea </»—l aoOW 
MM*/ 
OKEEK SALAD.  
U<mcr. (•m.io. a«Ma ptppmt, ontmnt, aprmtmaad >U MM 
m%mmmm1»ifmMmmkmmfm)mmmmimMtmtm»imammm\ 
SSl»""""ai «"        * Call for Desserts 
M*Hi mZmmmrnZmm^ruLmT(IOOo£!ml,fWm' %t)Q Othdt  itGlTIS 
HOUSE SALAD. , 
taivo*. MMMB, NW, nif—tT w*» r~- rfteMc •/ 
a>auf»« 
PRESSINGS - ■»»>», ntvMMtfKlM*. MKCIMBT, I 
«««c*. Ott Ylnmtr 
SPECIALTY SANDWICHES 
1. THE IRISH ESQUIRE   45S 
I km m TW»«r ao jimf imlett*, hv* mtyo, Umtm* * 
JrtMlng, MJW, mtummtt cheat, and haeoa 
2. THE IEFTY.     3.96 
***rur>tvulcan*d**afoatytwvk 1000 liiutd dnmlKa, 
htitt miyo, Cheddar dterac and tomuom 
3. THE EARTH SREAKER 3.96 
Chirtrn miad ptnwad mrr by atncadn tprrad. mueminr 
cttcac. lettuce oa wheat bnad 
4. ROOT N* REUBEN 3.7S 
Corned bxef. krmm. mmUrd, and 1000 Island dtoalrg hid 
out on rjc and co-trad w*A Swmt 
5. WILD TURKEY 3.96 
Turkey on whtai bread whh muemttr. herb mayo, bacon 
and 1000 Inland dnrntng 
6. COL. HARPER 4.33 
KoaM b—ftt tarter — tub rod wtth MJW. hctb may and 
monarch! cheear 
7. THE JO-JO 000 2.98 
Ftn, w, mk, a New York koikrr ho, do, (6oc) ihm w. 
wrap It in frith karri tlaufh, tap it with poppy utit, then 
babe M> pidan peifreman 
6. SRIDGEWATER 3.76 
llarm. lettuce, tomato, herb mayo, omktna, Swkm 
chetac, and our own apacU hot taoct 
9. BULLDOG    4.26 
tomt bed, imrkty. Hero mayo, 
lettoet. tomato, and prorotont 
cttaeaa Woof! Wootl 
tO. THE DUKE .4.28 
Tender cnb meat talad toppmlMM 
tomato and merit mayo on • >u0 rot 
whh Cheddar cheeae 
*■*" 3.76 
"Mr chonea to be aaact (Swim, peuromaa, crteddmr. and 
muxaattr), lettuce, tormro, and herb mayo 
12. ITALIAN 4.28 
PraaetiaHH IMM1MIM»I, cook^aammiptemommt, kmbmm 
mpktca, ontrma, hot pepper,, lettuce, tomato, oil* rtaeear 
Mxna. MW wlmt a mabt 
14. JAMES MADISON 3.95 
mmre rbmlrtm aamm hrn^ >.«.-Jl.> -^ ^....-   .r(in, 
and chedkiar cheese on a n* nil 
18. MCATBAUGRINDER  390 
'■"■■■■ h,l,lmeubna% ha mpttrtoaaMomoa enured 
oiUtMedonhH^arompeppera,and •»»«. eficeee 
16. HAMMERHEAD 5 75 
Harm, ttartey. lettuce, tomato, herb mayo 
V. UNCLE ROWS 4.23 
h^omtbemfe.torttyonmumpmrm^kwkuaakaw,berbt 
and moaamreJk, cneemt 
20.THEBOGART  495 
>W,MM»l>My.jMa/M^<MM,MM^«M».lm»CT; 
•••■•••, herb mayo, provorona 
21. BIG DADDT8 DELIGHT 8.23 
/Wi^»^»»eiWr»^M##»WaJlWa»Mj» 
FROM THE GRILL 
MR. BIG'S BURGER 3.96 
1/3 haojntnovkroiUdaotr colt anJcooMm your 
mtufaenan with mm tpmnl mtuonirtp 
WITH CHEESE ADD .60 
WITHFRIE6 496 
FAST EDDIFB STEAK k CHEESE 3.96 
Thinly amend chmttm atoetr, mkmod nmam md rod penmw 
auipa, omlomt andptmvammnt cmeeae onmabroM 
GRILLED CHICKEN SANDWICH 390 
Tender bmaiaot cmackom bmeau wiamim hrtmct, 
tomato, and moyo 
WITHFEJgS. , .,.,     ..AMt 
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Campus News 
Illusionist Bob Fellows performing "Mind 
Magic" for Alcohol Awareness Week 
Internationally-known illusionist Bob Fellows will 
present his performance of "Mind Magic" Thursday, Oct. 
14 at 7 p.m. in Grafton-Stovall Theatre. The event is 
sponsored by Alcohol Awareness Week Planning 
Committee and is free to JMU students, faculty and staff. 
Fellows entertains with comedy, mind reading and 
illusions. He has performed on television shows in the 
U.S., Canada and Australia, including "Donahue," "Fight 
Back! with David Horowitz," and "The David Letterman 
Show." He has also performed at colleges, professional 
conferences and corporate seminars. 
NEWSFILE 
Crafters Fair to be held on Walton's 
Mountain in Nelson County 
Over SO crafters are expected to show off their 
handcrafted arrangements, folk art, jewelry, baskets, 
furniture, rugs and more at the Walton's Mountain 
Crafters Fair on Oct. 16-17 from 10 a.m. - 6 p.m. 
The fair will be at the Walton's Mountain Country 
Store on Rt. 6 West at the corner of Rt. 6 and U.S. Rt. 29 
in Nelson County, 25 miles south of Charlottesville and 
40 miles north of Lynchburg. Admission and parking are 
free. For details, call (804) 263-4566. 
Fraternity seesawing for scholarship fund 
Delta Sigma Pi is sponsoring its second annual seesaw- 
aihon which started at midnight Sunday and will continue 
to midnight Saturday. The fraternity members are 
seesawing in Chandler Hall courtyard for all 168 hours of 
the week to raise money for the Michael Brown 
Scholarship Fund. 
Brown, a JMU student, died from cancer on Jan. 3, 
1992. The award, given annually to students of business 
or commerce, is based on scholarship, service to the 
community, character and financial need. For more 
information, call Timothy Salamy at 433-7275. 
JMU's Economic Development Week 
holding seminar and teleconference 
On Oct. 20, the 18th Annual Valley Executive 
Economic Outlook Seminar will be held at Grafton- 
Stovall Theatre from 1 - 4 p.m. Registration begins at 
12:30 p.m. A reception will be held from 4:30 - 6 p.m. 
Cost is $35 a person. The focus will be the economic 
outlook for the coming year in the Shenandoah Valley. 
Also on Oct. 20, a free teleconference focusing on 
women in the world of business, "Taking the Next Step," 
will be presented at WVPT, which is located on Port 
Republic Road from 1-3 p.m. The American 
Management Association's teleconference for women 
will address how "a woman's place" in the educational 
system affects workplace performance. It will also 
explore empowerment, negotiation and communication. 
For details, call x3249. 
Disability Awareness Day planned at Valley 
Mall to share information with public 
The Blue Ridge Disability Services Board is 
sponsoring a Disability Awareness Day at the Valley 
Mall on Friday, Oct. 22 from 10 a.m. - 9 p.m. This event 
will feature displays and representatives from local, state 
and federal agencies. 
Members of the public can meet with representatives 
to discuss services for people with disabilities in the 
Harrison burg, Rockingham and Augusta counties area. 
For more information, call Deborah Freed at 289-6505. 
POLICE     LOG 
by Jonathan Rhudy 
police reporter 
Campus police report the following: 
Alcohol Poisoning 
• A student was charged judicially after suffering alcohol 
poisoning in a residence hal at 9:13 p.m. Oct. 9. 
The judicial board will determine the exact charge. 
The student reportedly consumed a large amount ol alcohol at a 
Rugby team initiation party. Team members reportedly carried the 
initiate player back to his room. Residents became alarmed due to 
the student's alleged unconscious state, hallucinations and 
vomiting. 
A resident adviser and police officer gained access to the 
student's room and determined the student was in need of medical 
attention. The student was transported by ambulance to the 
Rockingham Memorial Hospital emergency room for treatment. 
• A non-student was transported by ambulance to Rockingham 
Memorial Hospital emergency room for treatment of alcohol 
poisoning at 12:35 am. Oct. 10. 
Police reportedly observed the non-student being carried in P 
lot by other people and stopped the group. The non-student 
reportedly could not walk, talk or respond to police questions. 
Noise Complaints 
• Officers reportedly closed an outdoor party near Taylor Hall 
after numerous noise complaints between 11 p.m. and 11:40 p.m. 
Oct. 7. 
Fight 
• Students and non-students reportedly had an altercation in 
upper Not at 7:03 p.m. Oct. 9. 
The fight, which involved four people, ended before police 
arrived. Two ol the subjects had already left the scene. 
Police advised parties involved of their legal rights to file 
criminal charges. 
Failing to Yield for Pedestrian 
• A staff member reportedly was struck from behind by a student 
bicyclist while walking on the sktewak near G-lot at 10:56 p.m. Oct. 
11. 
The student was charged with failing to yield for a pedestrian 
while operating a bicycle. 
The bicyclist was attempting to pass slow-moving street traffic 
when the accident occurred. 
Destruction of Public Property 
• A door frame reportedly was cracked after it was kicked in at the 
Pi Kappa Phi fraternity house between 7 p.m. Oct. 7 and 12:45 p.m. 
Oct. 8. 
A window screen also was reported missing. Total damage is 
estimated at $180. 
• A window reportedly was damaged at 4 a.m. Oct. 9 in the Alpha 
Kappa Lambda fraternity house. 
An unidentified object was thrown at the window. Damage is 
estimated at $35. 
• A glass pane reportedly was broken in the party room ol the 
Alpha Kappa Lambda fraternity house between 3 a.m. Oct. 9 and 12 
p.m. Oct. 10. 
• A thermostat reportedly was broken off the wall in a men's 
bathroom on the sixth floor of Eagle Hall between 11 p.m. Oct. 9 
and3:48am Oct. 10. 
Destruction of Private Property 
• The key slot on the left-front door of a vehicle in Z-lot reportedly 
was tampered with between 5 p.m. Oct. 3 and 7 p.m. Oct. 7. 
Damage is estimated at $35. 
• A rear tail light reportedly was damaged on a vehicle in J-lot at 9 
p.m. Oct. 9. 
• Side-view mirrors and a radio antenna reportedly were bent and 
smashed on a vehicle in X lot between 11 p.m. Oct. 8 and 5 p.m. 
Oct. 10. 
• A driver's side exterior mirror reportedly was broken on a vehicle 
in X-bt between 4 p.m. Oct. 9 and 12 p.m. Oct. 10. 
Grand Larceny 
• A 21-speed Sorrento brand Black Diamond bicycle was reported 
stolen from the Sigma Phi Epsion fraternity house at 3 a.m. Oct. 9. 
The black bike, serial number 10110221, reportedly was left 
unlocked and unattended. 
• A Blaupunkt brand stereo was reported stolen from a vehicle in 
Z-lot between 6 p.m. Oct. 6. and 5:31 p.m. Oct. 9. 
The vehicle was entered through an unlocked door. The 
convertible top and dashboard were also damaged during the 
apparent theft. 
• A wallet and its contents were reported stolen from a drawer in 
an unlocked room in Sigma Pi fraternity house between 10:30 p.m. 
Oct. 9 and 1:30 p.m. Oct. 10. 
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CAMPUS EVENTS 
Thursday Friday 
• EARTH meeting, Harrison Hall Annex, rm. B-3, 
5-6:30 p.m. 
• "Advances in Laser and Nuclear Technologies: Use 
of X-rays for Nuclear Weapon Effects Testing," Zane 
Showker Hall, rm. 105,7 - 8:30 pm. 
• Pre-Vet Club meeting, Burruss Hall, rm. 243, 
8 p.m. 
• Fashion Show auditions for males and females, 
Maury Hall, rm. 204,8 pjn. Sponsored by the Center 
for Fashion Merchandising. 
• "What Undergraduate Physics and Chemistry 
Majors Should Know," Taylor Hall, rm. 306,3 p.m. 
Symposium of scientists from Science Applications 
International Company. 
• "Stars, Stripes, and Sousa," featuring JMU Wind 
Symphony, Convocation Center, 8 p.m. Admission is 
$6. Call x7000 for reservations. 
• Last day to apply for Omicron Delta Kappa, 
national leadership honor society. Alumnae Hall, rm. 
106. Must have 3.0 GPA and 60 credit hours. 
Saturday Sunday 
• Sidewalk Fair, Warren Hall Patio, 8 a.m. - noon. 
Rain location is at Phillips Hall. 
• Pops concert with JMU Orchestra, Jazz Ensemble 
and Chorale on the theme "Out of this World," 
Convocation Center, 8:30 pjn. Call x7804 for tickets. 
• Madisonians, Convocation Center, 1 p.m. Call 
x7000 for details. 
• 'Yrom Wonder Years to College Years! New 
Identities, New Roles, New Relationships," Warren 
Hall, Highlands rm., 2 p.m. 
• James Lyon. violinist, Anthony-Seeger 
Auditorium, 3 p.m. 
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Picks of the week 
GUEST 
Last week  
Season total  
Winning percentage... 
Michigan at Fenn State 
North Carolina at Georgia Tech 
Colorado at Oklahoma 
California at Washington State 
Washington at IXXA 
Monday Night: LA. Raiders at Denver 
Washington at Phoenix 
Cleveland at Cincinnati 
New Orleans at Pittsburgh 
San Francisco at Dallas 






































































There has been a coup at the top of the predictor panel, as Steve tied an all- 
time record for futility with a 2-9 mark last week, vaulting Kevin into the top 
spot. Steve, who went from first to third faster than Rickey Henderson could 
ever drean of, is baffled by his sudden slump. But he vows it will last no 
longer than parachute pants, breakdancing and Michael Jackson jackets, 
predicting a quick return to the left. Kevin benefitted most from Steve's 
slump, and is being labelled by sports anchors across the nation as the 
luckiest man in the nation (barely edging out that kid in Chicago who 
swished the million-dollar full-court shot at the Bulls game). The wild and 
fU 'assanutten Ski Assort 
Now hiring for Ski Season 
Full-time, Part-time, Weekends, 
Anytime! 
Lifts, Rentals, Ski Shop, 
Food Service, Cashiers, and Morel 
* Average 20 hours per week and receive 
FREE Skiing & Rentals! 
For More Information, Call 289-9441 
H you'd YMWN 
It —1. hart II 7 uta to know more. And 
I* tad. •and a taking Iho tret 
H'soneof postcard 10 •top toward recycling 
tne easiest ways the Environ mental can be as easy 
you personally Defense Fund-Recychng In practice 
can make the work) 257 Part An Sooth. as it Is 
i better peace NY. NY. 10010. 
RECYCLE 
here on paper 
ENVIRONMENTAL HI 
DEFENSE FUND     SSI 
wacky week 6 in the predictor season left Drew just one game out of the 
cellar, and two games out of (hold your breath!) first place. Oddsmakers have 
placed good odds on Drew leaving the far right box, citing plummeting 
temperatures in hell and recent sightings of donkeys with wings. Alison, a 
modern-day Gloria Steinam and champion of women's rights everywhere, 
held steady with a 6-5 week and says she's waiting until the stretch run to 
make her move. The panel congratulates campus construction worker Steve 
Spitzer on a 7-4 week, tying Drew for best of the week. This-week, the panel 
welcomes one of the denizens of The Hill, Matt Hagariy. 
'ARENTS WEEKEND 
SAVE $50.00 
Come by the JMU Computer Program in the JMU 
Bookstore ana receive an additional $50.00 off our 
already low promotional offers on the following 
systems: 
Macao «h Powrrfcoo*. 1«» 
$1,399.00 






For your shopping 
convenience this Parent's Weekend, the JMU 
Bookstore will be open Saturday 9-5 and Sunday 
•' 10-4. 
■ 
Offer available from Thursday, October 14 to Monday, October 18 and 
applies only to the above systems currently in stock while supplies last 
     This does not apply.to special orders. 
(Computer Hardware and Software available only to JMU student*, faculty, and staff0 





Mark Spielman, a tuba player for tha Marching Royal 
Dukes, wears his bathrobe while playing, as part of tha 
tuba section's habit of wearing costumes to practice. 
Splelman's tuba Joins in by sporting a large tongue. 
continued from page 3 
"disappointed" that the SGA 
didn't trust the board of directors 
to deliver an impartial opinion on 
the survey issue. 
"We've had the board of 
directors for two years, and no 
complaints or concerns have ever 
been brought to the board .. . 
there's no track record to base 
their [impartiality] concerns on," 
Hankey said. 
"The Board of Visitors 
approved the board of directors lo 
be an impartial body," she said. 
Whitman said, "The public 
interest is not always majority 
opinion. This is a very significant 
issue that has much to do with the 
future of student radio on 
campus." 
Hankey said, "One of the 
toughest things to deal with is 
programming. It is not humanly 
possible to please everybody. 
"I'm not sure a survey is the 
answer, but it would provide 
valuable information," Hankey 
added. 
Also at the meeting: 
* Senator Kalias Muhammad was 
elected to represent SGA at the 
annual National Student Services 
Conference Nov. 19-24 in San 
Francisco, Calif. 
* Lobbying Coordinator Laura 
McClintock announced a letter 
writing campaign for Oct. 28. 
The campaign will be held in the 
Warren Hall mail room. 
Parents' Weekend 
offers plenty for visitors 
by Brian Tetro 
contributing writer 
As many as 10,000 visitors 
are expected to storm campus 
this weekend to participate in 
the wide-range of activities 
planned for the 29th annual 
Parents' Weekend. 
"Parents' Weekend is a way 
of bringing parents back to 
campus. It allows parents lo see 
(he school in operation, visit the 
residence halls and meet JMU 
faculty," said Fred Hilton, 
director of Media Relations. 
Glenda Rooney, assistant 
vice president for alumni and 
parent relations, said, "It is a 
wonderful opportunity to 
showcase the quality of the food 
services and the warmth and 
friendship of the student body." 
Events planned for the 
weekend include concerts by 
the JMU Wind Symphony and 
(he Madisonians, games on the 
Quad for children aged 2-7. 
Also on the schedule is the 
football game between JMU 
and the University of New 
Hampshire. 
With so many people coming 
to town for all the activities, 
finding room at the inn is tough 
to do. 
According to Patsy 
McCarine, general manager of 
the Holiday Inn in 
Harrisonburg, "There are no 
vacancies, and Parents' 
Weekend has been booked for 
six months." 
Joyce Perry, front desk clerk 
for the Sheraton Hotel, said, 
"JMU parents started making 
reservations as early as one year 
in advance. 
"We increase our staffing in 
the banquet and restaurant areas 
lo meet this influx of JMU 
parents and students," she said. 
Students also seem lo enjoy 
the opportunity Parents' 
Weekend gives ihem lo spend 
lime with their family. 
Anna Shcinbcrg, a junior 
international business major, 
said, "This is my first Parents' 
Weekend since i transferred 
from Virginia Tech. It gives m 
parents a chance lo see what m 
life is all about." 
Aimee Shearer, a junior 
speech pathology major, said, 
have a great time because 
allows me to see my parents 
before Thanksgiving. 
"My parents enjoy the man 
activities, especially the footba 
game and the Madisonians 
concert," she said. 
National Collegiate Alcohol Awareness Week 
'Tower Up for Positive Choices" 
October 12th - 
rhur-d;i\ 1(1   II FndJ\ 10/15 SihirJ.n 1(1'If       VU>ndj\ 10   is 1 j\  111   1«   1 
Information Table Information Table Iailgate/MocktaiU 
Godwin Hall 
Cillia Randy Haveaon 
Purple&Cold The Common* Port Office Taylor 305 




totktwir Dr. Lamieh Salimi 7:00M 
•Mi your 
contribution 
1 (MX)AM 2:00m High* "Acouaintance 
Codwm Hall to the mil" Movie View The Wall- 
1040AM-2.-00TM Commuter in Warren Hall Purple Jc Cold 




"Mind Magic- Volleyball *00AM-7:0OrM 
Illusionist Tournament 
Bob Fellows IIKJOI-M? IP^rfTV 
Crafton-Stovall Godwin Hall *   I    M   *   Av 
7:00TH Register in Warren 
Hall, Room 300 ■8 
ivjl 
Participate in any Alcohol Awareness Week Event and receive a 
yellow ribbon to wear signifying your participation. 
And throughout the Week... 
Participate iriDuilding "The Wall:" 
An opportunity for JMU students, faculty, and staff to acknowledge 
their positive and negative experiences associated with alcohol and 
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Wilderness 
Voyagers 
louTPOOW WEAK AMD EQUTMEWT 
BACKPACKING ♦CLIMBING 
CANOEING ♦CAMPING 






ACCESS ROAD 10 THE SK 




It's back, by popular demand-our Monterey Ranch 
Chicken Sandwich! I guess people just couldn't get enough 
of our whole chicken breast fillet, topped with Monterey 
Jack cheese and creamy Ranch dressing with pieces of real 
bacon.  Better get one soon though, because it won't be 
around forever. 
| MONTEREY RANCH 
| CHICKEN ONLY 
| COMBO $3.99 
I with Biggie Fry & Mecfium Drink 
Tax extra. Must preterit coupon when 
I    ordering. Not void wtrh any other offer 
Good only at participating Wendy*. 
Coupon Expires: 10/23/V3 
ONLY iTACO 
! SALAD     5Z19 
with Purchase of Medium Drink 
fax extra. Must present coupon when 
1   ordering. Not valid with any other offer. 
I     Good onty at parHdpatmg Wendy's. 
Coupon Expire*: 10/23/93 
Hi 
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Forensics 
continued from page 3 
Giroux said she believes debating will 
make her more open-minded and i better 
communicator. 
Individual events also teach students 
better communication skills and improve 
self-esteem, according to Audra Colvcrt, 
one of the coaches of the individual events 
learn. 
On the individual events team, students 
prepare and present public addresses, 
impromptu speeches and interpretational 
pieces. For impromptu speeches, speakers 
are given topics at the tournament and 
have limited time to prepare the 
presentation. 
Junior team member Mark Miller said, 
"I'm gaining self-confidence in 
communication. It's also getting out and 
meeting new people on the circuit." 
However, successful communication 
skills are not gained without challenges. 
Miller said the greatest obstacles that the 
individual events team presents is the time 
factor. 
"I think the hardest thing to do is 
making my [work] tight," he said. 
The individual events team, with 15 - 
20 members, has won in all three of their 
tournament competitions this year. It 
placed in the lop five and defeated Rice 
University, a top-20 ranked team. 
Col vert said the team is traditionally 
successful and tends to win on both 
national and local levels. 
So far this year, two individual events 
team members have qualified for the 
American Forensics Association's national 
tournament. Miller and senior Tracy Lynn 
Bolander will represent JMU at the 
national tournament in Wichita, Kan., in 
April. 
The individual events team is now 
gearing up for their next competition, the 
second annual Madisonian tournament 
hosted by JMU CxL 30-31. 
Roger Soenksen, a human 
communication professor, said the 
Forensics team as a whole has 
traditionally been very successful. The 
debate learn was created in 1972, and the 
individual events team was created in 
1976, he added. 
Over the years, Soenksen said he 
believes the Forensics team has seen a 
positive change in its students. 
The student that's becoming involved 
is a belter student," Soenksen said. He said 
the students involved with forensics today 
have better speech and research skills, not 
to mention more experience. 
Anyone interested in joining the individual 
events team should contact Audra Colvert 
at X3527 .The debate team has reached its 
maximum membership and cannot accept 
any new members this season. 
Police log  
continued from page 7 
The wallet contained $45 in cash, checks and 
several credit cards. 
Petty Larceny 
• Thirty dollars was reported stolen from an 
unsecured drawer in KeezeH Hal between 12 p.m. 
Oct. 6 and 9:30 a.m. Oct. 8. 
The money reportedly belonged to a university 
employee. 
• A Domino's pizza sign was reported stolen from 
a delivery car in V-lot at 1:02 a.m. Oct. 10. 
The driver was delivering food to Spotswood Hal 
at the time. 
• Washington Poses were reported stolen from the 
courtyard area of Chandler Hall between 7:30 a.m. 
and 11:30 a.m. Oct. 10. 
• A wooden sign reading, "NO BICYCLES 
ALLOWED IN THE ARBORETUM' was reported 
stolen from the Arboretum between 4 p.m. Oct. 7 
and 8:30 a.m. Oct. 11. 
The sign, which was on a pressure-treated post, 
is valued at $75. 
Possession of a Fake ID 
• Non-student Hugh D. Reams, 19, of Richmond, 
was arrested and charged with possession of a fake 
ID, underage consumption of alcohol and drunk in 
public 'm Frederikson Hal at 11:47 p.m. Oct. 8. 
• Non-student Asante Mendes, 19, of Fairfax, was 
arrested and charged with possession of a fake ID 
and drunk in public on Hillside Field at 12:02 a.m. 
Oct. 10. 
Underage Consumption of Alcohol 
• Two students were charged judicially with 
underage consumption of alcohol and drunk in 
public near Ikenberry Hall at 2:38 a.m. Oct. 9. 
Breach of Peace 
• Student Darian T. Smith, 21, ol Charlotte, NO 
was arrested and charged with breach of peace and 
drunk in public on Newman Drive at 2:25 a.m. Oct. 
10. 
Number of drunk in public charges since Aug. 31:42 
Number of parking tickets issued between Oct. 4-8: 
713 




Come enjoy your favorite 
appetizers, sandwiches, 
and dinners with friends 
and family at the place 
you want to be. 
THE BOSTON BEANERY 
1625 E. Market Street 
Harrisonburg      ^^ 
433-1870 











FLORAL L BASKETS 
1-800-676-9128 
Toll-Free Nationwide 
Fresh flowers, Plants, (fruit, junkfood and gourmet) Baskets. 
We Deliver On Campus. 
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SKYDIVE 
Experience Incredible Adventure 
• Skydiving • 
The Ultimate High! 
Call for information. 
SKYDIVE ORANGE (703) 942-3871 
COME JUMP WITH US! 
Same day first jump • U.S.P.A. Rated Staff • 
Static Line • Tandem • Accelerated FreeFall 
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Opinion 
Knowing when you can't say when 
Some people say there is no limit to the fun you can 
have during your college years. 
You're surrounded by your peers. Independence 
seems to be at an all time high; responsibilities are 
at a minimum. And on weekends, the party never seems 
to end. 
It may be Alcohol Awareness Week at JMU, but 
tomorrow night will be like most any other weekend at an 
American college. Friends will gather, share a few drinks 
and unwind from the stresses of a hectic mid-term week. 
But someone will also wake up the next morning not 
remembering the events of the night before. Someone will 
sit in their room and feel the warm sting of liquor flowing 
down their throat until they don't feel anything. 
Tomorrow night, like any other night on a college 
campus, nearly one student in 10 will continue their 
alcohol abuse. Not alcohol use, but alcohol ism. 
For many students, their years of partying and drinking 
will be just that — four years of hazy weekend fun. But 
some students, an astonishing proportion of our 
university's population, will take something away from 
school that they don't realize they have — a disease. 
Alcoholism is a disease. It is not a moral failing. But it 
is the individual's responsibility to take control of their 
life and their drinking. 
No one wants to be an alcoholic. Ask yourself these 
questions: 
• Do you spend a lot of time thinking about drinking? 
• Do you hide alcohol or deny drinking? 
• Do you lose track of how much alcohol you've 
consumed, or do you drink alone? 
• Do you have "blackouts" when you can't remember 
what you did while you were drinking? 
• Do you go from having hangovers to more dangerous 
withdrawal symptoms like "the shakes?'* 
• Have you had major problems with police, family, 
friends or employers because of alcohol? 
A problem-drinker typically either gets loud, angry and 
violent or becomes silent, remote and reclusive. They 
drink when they shouldn't — before driving, class or 
work. And they may harm themselves, friends, family or 
even strangers. 
If any of these things sounds all too familiar, get help. 
Long-term heavy drinking may cause respiratory arrest, 
liver and heart disease, circulatory problems, ulcers, 
cancer and irreversible brain damage. Heavy drinkers may 
also become so hooked to alcohol that they could die if it 
is withdrawn too quickly. 
Alcohol abuse is the cause of about two-thirds of all 
violent behavior, almost half of all physical injuries, about 
a third of all emotional difficulties and about a third of all 
academic problems on college campuses, according to the 
American College Health Association. 
And if anyone within the last couple of generations of 
your family is an alcoholic, your chances of being an 
alcoholic are greatly increased, because alcoholism is not 
only environmental, but hereditary. 
Most importantly, don't feel alone. There are numerous 
organizations who want to help. There are thousands — 
millions — of people who have stood where you stand. 
The Student Development and Counseling Center can 
give you any information you need about counseling or 
support groups. 
Or call the' national groups directly: Alcoholics 
Anonymous, (212) 686-1000, or AI-Anon/Alatecn, (800) 
356-9996. 
No one can tell you whether to drink. You can "party'' 
with or without alcohol. 
But if you think there is a problem, get help. There is 
no better time to take responsibility for your life; there is 
no better time to make decisions about the quality of your 
life and its effect on the people around you. 
When it comes to alcoholism, you need to know your 
limits. 
The house editorial is written by a member of the editorial 
board and does not necessarily reflect the opinion of the 
individual staff members. 
Editorial Polic\ 
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Dart... 
A separatist, poisonous dart to the author of the 
"Examining Homecoming through black lenses" 
column in the Oct. 7 Breeze. Please, re-read the 
article, replace the word "black" with "white" and 
consider what would have happened if it was 
published in that text. 
Sent in by a student concerned with breaking 
down the barriers between races. 
Pat... 
An environmental pat to Alpha Phi Omega, 
EARTH and all the other volunteers who helped in 
our recycling efforts during Homecoming weekend. 
We collected over 30 bags of recyclable material. 
Sent in by Marilyn Ramos, the JMU Recycling 
Coordinator. 
Dart... 
To women who for some unknown reason find the 
need to leave their feminine hygiene products lying 
around a public bathroom. Hello! There are many 
more appropriate receptacles than the comer of the 
stall. 
Sent in by a woman who is disgusted by people 
who can't take their waste to the right place. 
Pat. •• 
To the Student Government Association for 
passing the WXJM survey bill. It's good to see our 
representatives listen to student concerns. 
Sent in by a senator who's proud of the SGA. 
Hart... 
An "invisible" dart to whoever decided to close 
G-lot for the people attending the Taylor Hall Grand 
Opening. I was astonished to see a grass recreation 
field full of employee cars. The two to three dozen 
cars in G-lot had plenty of room — they displaced a 
couple hundred faculty and staff that usually park 
there. 
Sent in anonymously. 
Pat... 
To the men's soccer team. We support you in your 
quest for repeat conference titles. May the energy of 
the campus fuel the visions of a national 
championship. And everyone else, let's unite as a 
university — students, student athletes, faculty and 
the JMU community— in support of the team. 
Sent in the JMU men's swim team. 
'*—.— 
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Liberals are 'selfeervlng,' while 
conservatives are 'self reliant' 
ittfeteefcii 
I on writing this letter in response to Brian McEntire'i 
column in Monday's Breeze. Perhaps McEntire abould find a 
new major other than political acience becauae be obvioualy 
doean't know aquat about conservauves or liberala. 
McEntire charges that conaervativea lament the put 
while liberala look toward the future. Hogwaah! 
Conaervativea look toward the future, but they do ao in a 
reaponaible manner by using the past ai a "teat bed" for their 
decisions. If this belief is invalid, why study history in our 
schools? McEntire then states that conservativee are the only 
group thai focuses on the problems in society. He then 
contradicts himself by saying that liberals were the only 
group to focus on the important problems in the U.S. 
Hallo, McEntire! You just argued with yourself. Who 
won? He then louta the amazing possibilities of "Hillary's" 
health plan. Yeah right! Its pretty "amazing" that we'll soon 
feel lucky to have more of the government controlling our 
livea. Do you really believe we can improve our health care 
system by turning it over to the government? It would be run 
with the efficiency of the Poet Office and the bedside manner 
oftheLHS. 
Let'a talk for a minute about the differing views on 
poverty. Who couldn't be against poverty? No one. But 
liberals will not tell you that their agenda to end poverty only 
makes it worse. Liberals measure compassion by counting 
the number of people who receive some kind of government 
help. In attempting to solve society's problems with 
government payouts, they disregard human nature and the 
long-term effects of their programs. Senator Phil Oramm 
states that "liberals like to achieve equality by making 
everyone miserable." By government giveawayprograms, 
individuals are hurt more than they are helped. The recipients 
of these programs become dependent upon the government 
and their dignity ia destroyed. Is it compaaaionate to enslave 
more and more people by making them a part of the 
government dependency cycle? 
Liberals don't "care;" government dependency helps 
them get re elected. True, conaervativea believe that helping 
people become self-sufficient ia much more compaaaionate 
then drugging them with the narcotic of welfare. By the way, 
McEntire, only 28 cents of every dollar spent on welfare 
actually gets to those on welfare. The other 72 cents get 
snatched up by those "patriotic" liberala who still demand 
more money for welfare. 
I have used neither a dictionary nor a thesaurus to clarify 
my views. McEntire, the choice ia not between definitions 




Don't generalize and box people Into 
stereotypes of an entire group 
To the editor: 
I am writing in response to a recent trend I have been 
observing: generalization. For example, in the Oct. 7 Breeze, 
there was a dart and a letter regarding the use of the phrase 
Sexual misconduct" in regards to a rape. I agree with the 
authors of the letter that "sexual misconduct'' does not carry 
as much weight/impact u the word "assault." A rape ia a 
criminal violation of a person's body and spirit; but that's 
just it — a person, not only a woman. True, moat rape 
victims are women, but men can be and are victims also. 
Additionally, why is it assumed the "raper" is a member of 
the opposite aex? 
Another example ia from the Sept. 30 Breeze, where 
Christina Shilling stated, "I think they're [Beavia and Butt- 
head) a good stereotype of what kind of people metal -heads 
are." Stereotype? What has happened? I thought we, aa a 
society, were trying to move away from that True, 
stereotyping will always exist in some way or another, and I 
am subject to it. Yea, I have long hair and earrings, I wear 
ripped wane and concert T-shirts, and yea, I listen to heavy 
metal, but I am not stupid. I'm not "counter-society.'' Nor am 
I aome barbarian merely becauae I am male. 
People who know me know I do not fit the "stereotypes" 
into which I could be boxed into. But maybe that is just it. 
They know me. Perhaps we should judge people as 
individuals instead of condemning a whole group for the 
actions of part of that group. 
In a specific sense, I do hope more rape victims come 
forward. It ia important and necessary to show that rape ia 
f^Hii"! of a grave nature that will not be tolerated. But in 
the fight, let us not turn this into a gender bashing, "us - 
versus-them" war. Let us work together aa one to educate all 




Taunting by JMU soccer fans Is an 
embarrassment to the university 
To the editor 
As faculty members who have been loyal fans of the 
soccer team for many years, we urge the athletic department 
and administration and all concerned faculty and students to 
address a problem that is getting out of hand. The problem 
has become ao severe that it recently received substantial 
press in both The Breeze and the local Daily News-Record, in 
an Oct. 7 DNR sports section article, an irate American 
University soccer coach asserted that The [JMU] fans were 
out of control." Our own coach, Tom Martin, went on to 
admit that JMU fans went too far. "It'a nice to have good fan 
support," Martin noted, but the behavior of certain fans is 
"embarrassing us." 
The primary problem, which has grown worae every 
year, centers on a throng of male students who gang up on 
the opposing goal and goalkeeper. Vicious obscenities are 
then shouted at the goalkeeper and defensive players within 
earshot for the entire game. In the standa, parenta and friends 
of the visiting team's players continually remark upon the 
"disgusting" behavior of these JMU students. They cannot 
believe that such conduct is condoned by the university. 
Rather than ignoring — and implicitly condoning — a 
problem that is escalating, it ia time for all members of the 
JMU community — and especially the athletic department 
— to face up to a situation that, in Coach Martin's own 
words, is starting to become an embarrassment to our 
excellent soccer program and the university aa a whole. 
Fan spirit, loud and enthusiastic, ia to be supported; 
vicious verbal abuse of visiting sports teams is not The time 
for a solution to the problem is now. 
Dr. Robert Bereeon, ait department 
Dr. Mlehaal Qalgano, hlatory department 
Dr. Frank (Jerome, hlatory department 
Dr. Dany Psrramond, foreign languages department 
Dr. Mary Parramond, foreign languages department 
Dr. V. Rusaell Smith, economics department 
Our humanitarian mission has become inhuman 
Most of us, if not all of us, have heard thai the Cold 
War is over. Many claim that we have entered into the 
Post Cold War era. This term gives no purpose and 
lacks any concept for the current phenomenon taking 
place in U.S. foreign policy. I like to label this period 
the Humanistic War Era. The U.S. has been thrown 
into this era by its standing as the lone superpower left 
on the political playing field. The United Nations and 
the rest of the world turn to the United Slates whenever 
a problem is contrived in the minds of the global 
society. Most of these conceived problems are put onto 
the humanitarian soapbox and everyone feels sorry. I 
wish to interject that I feel great remorse for the people 
suffering from these problems and contemplate what 
can be done to solve them. But, I find myself lacking 
any real solutions. I can say the solutions used now in 
Somalia are not working. (Hindsight is 20/20, right?). 
The United Nations and the United Slates went 
over to Somalia on a peaceful mission, in order to stop 
renegade militiamen from running the country and to 
help stop starvation. At first, we were given a heart-felt 
welcome, but now our U.S. servicemen are killed, 
butchered (pilot with knife marks on his face), and 
dragged through the streets dead. I personally do not 
consider this humanitarian, I consider it inhuman 
behavior carried out by a mob of heartless animals. 
Acts such aa these are excellent indicators that we are 
not wanted, welcome, or needed in Somalia anymore. 
The Somalians see the U.S. forces and the U.N. forces 
as imperials doing what they will for there own ends. 
The United States and United Nations went into 
Somalia with good intentions, and it has turned into an 
escalation of us against them. It has become an "ends 
Guest Columnist 
— Robert C. Morris 
justifies the means" scenario. We go into Somalia for a 
humanitarian mission, yet we must use unhumanitarian 
means (armed intervention) to solve the problems. I am 
specifically referring to the Rangers being sent in to 
capture Aideed. It can be justified to send in Rangers, but 
it should have never come to this extreme method. The 
Somalians see it as an imperial power exerting force upon 
them to achieve their own ends. The Italians and the 
French did it to them in the past So, why should the 
United States be any different? That is the logic that the 
Somalians are using. They are used to imperialism and 
they know how to combat it from past experience. 
I will personally make predictions of what will ensue 
if the United States remains in Somalia. One, escalation 
of violence will continue if we stay. Two, every firefight 
we get into will cause more local resentment and hatred of 
U.N. forces and (especially) U.S. forces. Three, this will 
further the cause for Aideed, whom we have made a 
martyr and hero to his people. Four, the violence against 
U.N. forces will become more organized and exact greater 
damage than it already does. Five, we will eventually 
leave Somalia with nothing accomplished and greater 
resentment toward the western world. 
Solution: there are only two that can realistically be 
pursued. The first is to blow the Somalians to hell and 
back and make them pay. I personally feel we are justified 
in doing this, but my intellectual side tells me this will 
accomplish nothing. We will eventually leave Somalia 
anyway and nothing will have been accomplished 
except to cause more U.S. casualties and instill hatred. 
The only solution: Leave Somalia to Somalians. If they 
ask for our help, give it to them in the form of 
monetary aid and expertise with restrictions attached 
(for those of you who feel the need for restrictions). 
These restrictions can be to have a general election to 
establish a democratic government. If that does not 
work — let them starve! That is what is going to 
happen anyway if we stay in Somalia and let this thing 
blow up into a full scale war comparable to — I 
hesitate to use this comparison, but for lack any other 
— Vietnam. We will eventually leave the country in 
shambles if this occurs. 
Support for the above predictions can be seen 
already. Look in the Oct. 5, Tuesday issue of the 
Washington Post and flip to A24 and read the "12 U.S. 
Soldiers Killed;..." article. The article states, 
"[Secretary of Defense Les] Aspin said an Army 
mechanized infantry company would be dispatched to 
Mogadishu to bolster 4,700 U.S. forces there." Ask 
yourself, when will the escalation end if we remain? It 
is an open-ended question that cannot be answered. We 
must get out! 
I must admit my opinions are biased. I have been 
indoctrinated into the military-industrial complex. I am 
a former Marine and am currently serving in the 
Virginia Army National Guard. But, this does not 
make my opinions invalid. 
Senior Robert C. Morris is a geology major. 
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Free Delivery / 4^-PAPA 
Extra toppings only 930 Each! 
 Limited Delivery Area. 
Expires in 30 Davs. 




Your parents want the very best 
for you, so give them your best 
through Cinnamon Bear Caterers. 
> Party Platters (Pasta Salads, Fruit, Meat & 
Cheeseand' SbHrnp P^aM&ts) 
•Subs& Sandwiches-fSand 5 foot Hero Subs) 
* Decorated Cakes & Chocolate Chip Cookie Cakes 
Located in Valley MaU 433-BU1VS 
"GRAND BARGAINS" 
PARENTS' WEEKEND SPECIAL 
• JMU SPORTS 
ROCKER 
• BRASS SWING ARM 
FLOOR LAMP 
• DOXY BOOKCASE 
(Your choice - white, cherry or maple) 
• WORK STATION DESK 
(Your choice - white or cherry) 
• SEALY TWIN SET 
• 19" ZENITH COLOR 
T.V. W/REMOTE 









2080 Evelyn Byrd Ave. 
Behind Valley Mall Piano andFurniture Co. 
FREE DELIVERY UP TO 100 MILES. 
FINANCE YOUR PURCHASE WITH GRANDE CONVENIENT CREDIT TERMS OR USE MASTERCARD OR VISA 
Phone:434-7619 
Open: Mon.-Fri.. 10-9. 
Sat. 10-6 
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Style 
Play spoofs movies 
by Barbara Awuakye 
 asst. style editor  
From the blue neon rectangle 
constructed in the middle of the 
stage to the highly philosophical 
script, JMU's production of Sam 
Shepard's "Angel City" 
successfully tackles a dark 
commentary with subtle humor. 
At the dress rehearsal Tuesday 
night in Theatre II, director Chris 
Hefner, a senior theatre major, 
said, "The first time I read the 
script it didn't strike me as funny, 
then I read it again and found it 
hilarious." 
REVIEW 
But an audience member 
doesn't have to see this 
performance twice to realize that 
S hep hard is satirizing the 
Hollywood movie industry. 
The play opens with Lanx, a 
stereotypical producer, played by 
senior theatre major Seeko 
Scheeren, seated unseen in a 
swivel chair delivering an intense 
soliloquy about the sinister state 
of Angel City. 
Behind Lanx is Tympani, a 
drummer played by senior theatre 
major Todd Kovner. He begins to 
roll on his drums — softly rising 
to high intensity. Lanx remains 
unseen by the audience. 
Meanwhile, an artist from the 
North called Rabbit, played by 
freshman theatre major Ruthann 
Schultz walks on stage dressed 
in a shabby detective-type suit 
with bundles of Indian medicine 
trailing from her outfit. 
Lanx Anally swivels around 
and asks Rabbit if she likes the 
narration. She tells him it is 
terrible. 
The facial gestures and the "as 
a matter of fact" attitude that 
Scheeren adds to his character 
hits a funny bone. 
Although the humor is not 
difficult to grasp, the 
comprehension of the the plot 
lakes a little time. The story does 
not follow the usual elements of 
plot. 
Instead, Hefner follows 
Shepard's style of storytelling— 
making commentaries through 
symbolic dialogue, actions and 
setting. 
The audience soon learns that 
Lanx and his partner Wheeler, 
played by senior theatre major 
Michael Sweeney, have asked 
Rabbit to come help them out of 
a jam. The two big shots, Lanx 
and Wheeler want to create a 
movie. 
The producers believe that the 
public desires something that will 
drive them off the deep end and 
MELISSA CAMPBELL 
Lanx, played by senior Seeko Scheeren, trie* to convince Miss 
Brown, played by freshman Ruthann Schultz, that she will be 
happy with conformity. 'Angel City' is playing in Theatre II. 
even   "open   new   fads   in 
sadomasochism." 
Rabbit, who doesn't know 
how to deal with this proposal 
consults Tympani and secretary 
Miss Scoons, played by senior 
theatre major Ginger Beatty, 
about their existence in the 
Hollywood business. 
Kovner convincingly portrays 
a man pulled away from his 
dream — which is to own his 
own diner some day — to Angel 
City where the money is. 
As Miss Scoons tells 
Tympani's story to Rabbit, 
Kovner drums harder and louder, 
because he doesn't want to hear 
his past 
At this point, senior Sam 
Rucker, who has occasionally 
been playing the saxophone 
backstage throughout the first 
scene, breaks in with a 
melancholy tune. The mixture of 
the drums and saxophone 
produces a symbolic sound. The 
sound of the sax representing the 
earlier years of feeling 
contrasting the structured rhythm 
of today's drums. 
As Rabbit gets to know Miss 
Scoons and Tympani better, the 
audience also discovers that 
Rabbit has an ulterior motive — . 
power. 
When the three colleagues 
come together to brainstorm for 
their movies, the audience 
witnesses a highly audio-visual 
scene. Although it appears that 
the brainstormers are working 
together, each character 
expresses his or her own 
creativity separately. 
Tympani drums louder, the 
sound of the saxophone becomes 
more intensified, Rabbit voices 
her ideas amidst the sound, and 
Miss Scoons dances to the 
rhythm of the musk as the neon 
rectangle lights up in the 
background. 
For about 15 seconds, the 
audience is lost in the act. Each 
of the different actions taking 
place on stage fights for the 
attention of the audience. This 
experience offers the audience a 
familiar feeling — movie going. 
Shepard develops many 
themes in "Angel City" through 
his writing. Hefner's attempt to 
give birth lo these themes proves 
to be an entertaining, yet 
disturbing show. 
Formula acting and tired 
storyline highlight new 
film 'For Love of Money' 
by Aubrey Hartman 
staff writer 
If you've seen The Secret 
of My Success" or any 
number of "Family Ties1* 
episodes, don't bother seeing 
Michael J. Fox's latest 
cinema release. 
"For Love or Money," to 
say the best, is mediocre. 
The plot, for what it's 
worth, revolves around a 
concierge played by Fox — 
that's a bellhop to you and 
me -— who lives in a world 
of fast deals and big tips. 
REVIEW 
But he soon discovers the 
true meaning of life when 
(Shock! Shock!) he falls in 
love with the mistress, 
played by Gabrielle Anwar, 
of a very, very rich man, 
played by Anthony Higgins. 
It's a fairly decent idea for 
a movie, but haven't we seen 
this before from Fox? Maybe 
in "Family Ties." "The 
Secret of My Success," and 
a dozen other of his less 
successful movies? 
Bluntly, this is a Fox- 
formula picture — one of 
those movies that exists in a 
tightly controlled universe 
where nothing happens that 
you don't already know is 
going to happen. 
It wouldn't be a bad idea 
for Fox to stay away from 
anything dealing remotely 
with the role of Alex Keaion 
unless it's Alex Keaton 
revisited as the Antichrist. 
Before long, he's going to 
become a character actor. 
It's no surprise that he 
would appear in a 
mcchanicated movie like this 
one after the failure of his 
last movie. "Life with Mtkey 
was compared more with a 
brand of cereal than box 
office grosses. 
Too often this movie 
seems to sink itself into 
mediocrity. The concierge 
stuff, although interesting at 
first, is cliche stacked on top 
of cliche. 
We get a turtle paced 
bellhop who insists on 
carrying all the luggage on 
one trip. We get a gentle, 
elderly couple and we get a 
dreamy-eyed Fox who wants 
to go onto "bigger and better 
things." 
It's "The Love Boat" in a 
hotel — except "The Love 
Boat" was funnier. 
"For Love or Money" is a 
likable comedy for people 
who like their movies to be 
packaged like auto parts. It 
has all the originality of the 
product of an assembly line. 
Barry Sonnenfield, who 
directed "The Addams 
Family," has a decent sense 
of visual style (he was a 
cinematographer before he 
became a director), but like 
"The Addams Family," this 
movie suffers from a plot 
that nobody really cafes 
about. 
In "The Addams Family" 
we had funny characters and 
silly jokes, but this movie 
sinks like a lead weight 
Ultimately, this movie is 
just '80s rehash dressed in 
•90s clothing. 
It may look like it was 
made now, but it feels like it 
was made in 1987. It has 
'80s values, an '80s star and 
not much soul. Overall, it 
doesn't have much to get 
excited about, and apparently 
audiences didn't get excited. 
"For Love Or Money" 
finished sixth at the box 
office its first week, only 
taking in $4.2 million. 
Universal made a good 
decision when it pushed back 
the release date from 
summer to fall. 
Up against movies like 
"The Firm" and "Jurassic 
Park," this simple comedy 
would have been quickly 
trounced. 
One of the movie's 
biggest problems, however, 
is that we know Fox's 
nuances so well by now that 
we can practically predict his 
reactions. 
His fast-talking, wheeler- 
dealer mode, his sense of 
justice that always comes in 
before he makes a big 
mistake, and his self- 
depreciating humor all 
seemed real the first time — 
now it just seems contrived. 
This movie is good for 
people who don't want much 
out of a film. Otherwise, it 
should be left in the '80s 
where it belongs. 
—- 
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Call us at: 
433-5151 
(        Restaurant and Pub     j 
2061 Evelyn ByrdAve 
(Behind Valley Mall) 
Open llam-2am 
Serving some of the Finest in Soups, Salads, Burgers, 
Chicken, Seafood, Mexican, Steaks and 
GREAT BABY BACK RIBS 
Harrisonburg's Authentic Seafood Raw Bar, Fresh Oysters, Clams, Shrimp Etc. 
MONDAY 
• FREE Happy Hour Food 5-7     • Food Specials under $1 During the Game. 
• Put your Q.B. skills to the test   • 1/2 Price 1/2 lb Burgers ALLDay! 
You call the plays on Mon. Night 
TUESDAY     i*< BUI-FAI.O WING NIGHT 
FREE Steamship Round of Beef, Homemade Potato Salad, and more! 
National Trivia Showdown - Compete against Pubs around the world. 
A Shenandoah Valley Dart League Location 
WEDNESDAY 
• Areas BESTT LADIES NIGHT! 
and Karaoke sing-a-long. 
• 100 Shrimp Night from 5 til close        • FREE Pig Roast 5-7 
THURSDAY 
Come Listen to the Acoustic Sounds of  •Join us for the areas finest Peanut 
CL;„i„ a C*««TI
Room all nig*11 bug as weU as FREE Shiply & Stacy! htokSvEb* from 5-7. 
FRIDAY 
TGIF • FREE Taco Bar from 5-7. • Top 40 Dance Night 
Tkilly 's Taxi Free Delivery to your room     Call 433-RIBS 
Cyclery & 
Fitness 
KAPLAN IS BACK AT JMU 
LSAT 
GRE 
The most complete arsenal of test prep 
tools in the world. 
LSAT classes begin 10/20 
GRE classes begin 10/27 
For more information call 
1-800-KAP-TEST 
All JMU students take 10% 
OFF the full tuition! 
KAPLAN 
The answer to the test question. 
* Classes are sponsored by the Center for Professional Development 





OPEN Fri, Sat and Sunday 
1550 E* Market St. '""•'"" 433^0323 Hours:  MON.-FRI. 10 8  •  SAT. 10-5  •  SUN. 11-4 
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Bridges washed up in sea of bad books 
by Jason Corner 
contributing writer 
Summer's been over for a 
while, but one book would 
be better left at the beach. 
Wandering down the sand, you 
can spot a regular ocean of 
Stephen King and John Grisham 
books sitting there, and now 
there's Bridges of Madison 
County by Robert James Waller 
which has been holding on to the 
best-sellers list for almost a year 
now. 
REVIEW 
The pleasure of most beach 
books springs from their 
lowbrow charm, like drinking 
Thunderbird wine at a banquet. 
Bridges has trancended even 
usual beach-book standards 
because there's almost nothing 
good about it. 
The closest thing to a 
redeeming quality that can be 
recognized in Bridges is that 
there aren't any unpleasant 
surprises in it. In fact, there aren't 
any surprises at all. 
Robert Kincaid, a mysterious, 
long-haired photographer takes a 
trip to Madison County, Iowa, to 
take take pictures of the county's 
covered bridges. He asks a 
farmer's wife, Francesca 
Johnson, for directions. They 
look at each other in "old ways, 
disturbing ways, ways that draw 
you in. Ways that whisper to 
you," the book says. 
After this scene, every event 
that follows is easy to predict. 
Kincaid shoots some pictures, 
they dance a few tangos. They 
make passionate love for three 
days, and Kincaid leaves 
and   never sees her » 
It's necessary that she be 
married to make the love affair 
between her and Kincaid tragic, 
but it's hard to believe that she 
would ever want to put herself in 
this situation. The end result is 
that she seems unbelievable and 
unsympathetic. 
Kincaid is at least credible, 
even if he is a little tiresome. 
Kincaid comes off initially as 
This story has been     Bridges has transcended 
done before, and the . . .   i      •- 
story has even been evetl USUOl beach-DOOk 
done well, but Bridges .       .    , - , 
suffers because waiier standards because there s 
doesn't shoot it from a      . . . ,     , 
new angle. almost nothing good about 
Francesca is    .      ,       .  >t 
portrayed      as      a the OOOk. 
passionate free spirit, ' 
an Italian woman who 
once enjoyed "wild, reckless 
tours of the underside of Naples 
at night." 
What then is she doing 
married to a colorless farmer in 
the backwaters of Iowa? 
Francesca quotes W.B. Yeats and 
enjoys an after-dinner brandy. 
Her husband Richard is "fed on 
gravy and potatos and red meat, 
three times a day," and feels 
threatened by womens' 
bathrooms. 
a competent professional, but 
then he spouts a lot of mumbo- 
jumbo about what a wonderful 
lone traveler he is — the last of 
the great cowboys, a dying breed 
in a "world of wrinkled suits and 
stick-on name tags." 
Fine as far as it goes, but 
Waller can't help putting 
horrible, insipid pieces of 
dialogue in Kincaid's mouth. 
One of the worst (but by no 
means the only) example is when 
he tells Francesca "if you don't 
mind my boldness, you look 
stunning. Make-'em-run-around- 
the-block-howling-in-agony 
stunning. I'm serious. You're 
big-time elegant, Francesca, in 
the purest sense of the word." 
This is fairly indicative of the 
style of the book as a whole. 
Waller's prose is muddled and 
pretentious, an attempt at poetry 
without ideas behind it. 
— He explicates when he 
should demonstrate, and 
repeating his worst 
sentences like "God, he 
loved her," four or five 
times in a relatively short 
book. 
In   fact.   Bridges   is 
repetitive about everything. 
Ayn   Rand,   author   and 
philosopher, once said, "In 
.life,    one    ignores    the 
unimportant; in art, one omits 
it" 
If that's true, men this book is 
in a feverish white heat, where no 
detail is too trivial to omit. 
Do we really need to know, for 
instance, that Kincaid's cigarettes 
are Camels more than once, let 
alone more than 10 times? Or 
that he shoots pictures with a 
Nikon camera? Or any other of a 
million name brands? 
None of these facts help 
flesh out character, and they 
simply end up being distracting. 
Similarly, Waller will start to 
develop subplots, and let them 
just trail off. 
Kincaid's presence starts to 
stir up discussion among 
Madison County's inhabitants, 
but this idea is stillborn and never 
comes to anything. 
This lack of economy extends 
to form as well as content. 
The logical ending of the book 
is followed by a SO-plus page 
coda, consisting of letters from 
the characters and conversations 
with acquaintances that are little 
more than summaries of the 
story. 
Waller makes an attempt here 
to develop Francesca's husband 
into more than just a clumsy plot 
device, but it's too little and too 
late. 
Without any uniting theme or 
original idea to characterize it, 
the narrative of the book 
disconnects, the style meanders, 
and the characters thin down into 
cliches. 
Bridges of Madison County 
isn't even an exhilaratingly 
trashy read that you can feel 
guilty about enjoying. It's an 
attempt at literature that simply 
doesn't make sense. 
Take it to the beach? Sure. 
Leave it there to wash up? 
Probably even better. 
• "Sandy Skoglund: 'A Breeze At Work' and Other Works," 
Sept 28-Oct 24, Sawhill Gallery, Duke HaU. 
• Sawhill Gallery looking for submissions from artists for February 
exhibit Deadline for submissions is Nov. 5. 
theatre 
• "Angel City," 8 p.m., Oct. 13-16, Theatre II. 
• "Fools," 8 pjn., Oct 15-16, Oct. 22-24, and 2 pjn., Oct 17 and 
24, MuhJenberg Lutheran Church. 
music 
• Tears for Fears and Jellyfish, 7:30 p.m., Oct. 11, Chrysler Hall, Norfolk. 
• Chamber Orchestra, 8 pjm., Anthony-Seeger Auditorium. 
• "Stars, Stripes and Sousa," 8 p.m., Oct. 15, Convocation Center. 
• Pops Concert, 830 p.m., Oct. 16, Convocation Center. 
• Madisonians, 1 p.m., Oct 17, Convocation Center. 
• Parade of Champions, 7:30 p.m, Oct. 23, Bridgeforth Stadium. 
• Koko Taylor, 11 pjn., Oct. 28, Traxx, Charlottesville. 
dance 
• "The Nutcracker," 8 pjn., Dec. 11, John Lewis Auditorium, Staunton. 
rnisc 
Acoustic Poetry Experience, 8 p.m., Oct. 21, The Little Grill. 





We'll see you again October 25. 
Anne and Barbara 
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Adult children of alcoholics strug 
by Donna Ragsdale 
senior writer 
She always felt a little different 
Maybe it was her overwhelming 
drive to be the "perfect child" that set 
her apart in her younger years. And as 
she got older, maybe it was her 
blinding ambition to make her family 
proud. 
Or maybe it was her secret. 
"The thing that hurt me the most was 
I had to lie about it," Carrie* said. "He 
always said, 'Don't tell your mom 
about this.'" 
But'Carrie didn't just have to lie to 
her mom, she had to be careful not to 
tell anyone their family secret — that 
her father was and is an alcoholic. Now 
a junior at JMU, Carrie said she is just 
coming to terms with what being an 
adult child of an alcoholic, or an 
"ACOA," means. 
And she's not alone. 
Dr. Thomas Syre, an ACOA and 
assistant professor of health sciences, 
said as many as one in five students 
come to college with three rules — 
don't tell, don't feel, don't trust — 
because they come from an alcoholic 
family. 
"They mask their feelings," Syre 
said. "They don't trust, and they only 
present the good side — what they 
want other people to think" 
ACOAs live with family secret 
Syre knows, because he too is an 
ACOA. He said the first steps toward 
living a better life include realizing that 
you "didn't cause it, can't control it, 
can't cure it and you can cope." 
Randy Haveson, a substance abuse 
counselor at the JMU Counseling and 
Student Development Center, said 
ACOAs must break down many walls. 
'They keep themselves so busy on 
the outside, so they don't have to deal 
with the pain on the inside," Haveson 
said. "A lot are in a state of denial — 
my parents didn't affect me. 
"They grew up in such a 
dysfunctional system that they never 
knew if Dad was going to hug them or 
hit them. They never knew if their mom 
was going to be fixing dinner or 
passed-out on the couch." 
Rachel*, a JMU instructor, knows as 
a recovering alcoholic and ACOA, 
what it is like to not understand a 
"normal" family life or relationship. 
She said she had difficulty with healthy 
relationships. 
"Even though they are dangerous 
relationships, they're familiar and 
there's a measure of security in that," 
Rachel explained. 
Looking into the distance, eyes 
welling with tears, she went on to tell 
about her life before she sought help. 
"I was drinking, my health was 
collapsing, I had had a string of bad, 
abusive relationships and I saw the 
same thing happening with my brothers 
and sisters," she said. 
Her relationship with her siblings 
*Due to the sensitive nature of the story these names have been changed. 
became a factor of recovery for Rachel. 
But even now, her parents — both of 
whom are alcoholics — refuse to speak 
with her about her problem or theirs. 
"There's a huge code of silence that 
operates in my family," she said. 
"There are a lot of things we can't talk 
about" 
She recalls how as a child she'd 
wake up early to clean up their house 
before her parents woke. She'd get rid 
of evidence of the alcohol binge that 
occurred the night before. 
"If we could make it go away, maybe 
when they woke up, we'd pretend it 
didn't happen and that it wouldn't 
happen again." She said the weight of 
responsibility became almost 
unbearable. "You tend to think that if 
you're a better person, you can stop 
these problems. 
"It doesn't work that way." 
Rachel said discovering that her 
parents were alcoholics and the effect 
that had on her life did not occur until 
she got out of college. 
"When you're still an undergraduate, 
you're still dependent on your parents," 
she said. "And for you to admit that 
there is something fundamentally 
wrong with your relationship is very 
hard." 
Coming to terms with her parents' 
addiction was a long process that began 
with a talk with a friend about her 
drinking problem. 
"[Alcoholism] is not a moral failing," 
Rachel added. "It's an illness, and it's 
the type of illness that manifests a 
behavior that hurts a lot of people." 
Dysfunctional families leave marks 
on children 
Haveson said ACOAs often become 
one of four character types — a 
scapegoat, hero, lost child or mascot. 
"I'll have people come in with stress 
or overload, and we find out there was 
an alcoholic parent and they were the 
'hero,'" Haveson said. 
The "hero," often the oldest child, 
tries to prove to the world that all is 
well, tries to patch things up and often 
marries people they can care for, 
including alcoholics. 
The "scapegoat" is known as the 
trouble maker and attempts to draw 
attention away from the addiction. The 
"lost child," often the middle child, 
avoids conflict and adjusts silently to 
demands. 
Finally, the "mascot," usually the 
youngest child, acts as the class clown 
and can make everything into a joke 
and is thought to be highly susceptible 
to substance abuse. 
These roles as children carry over 
l-Becomesaworkc 
|-Becomes respons 
everything at ho 
and work 
l-ls never wrong 
into adulthood, givi 
fears. 
Major anxietiei 
alcoholics include: i 
own addiction, desir 
or parents sober and 
their relationships. 
Syre said a big p 
relationship with an 
dealing with the 
parent's behavior. 
"Blaming pareni 
out" Syre said. "I I 
us is responsible fa 
the pursuit of care ai 
And pan of the ai 
because the ACOA I 
"To the child of 
believe they caused 
it," Syre added. 
Carrie still de 
emotions when she 
sitting, surrounded 
yellow eyes and sha 
"It's hard to sit t 
she said. "It's a slow 
my opinion." 
She said her fathe 
to decline. As a fre 
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bed. 
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*gle to overcome difficult childhood 
Dtotypes of Children of the 
Chemically Dependent 
avioral Characteristics Without Help 
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-As adult becomes trouble 
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-May attempt suicide 
-Sexual Identity 
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a lot of my time — 
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him.... I worried about him losing his 
job. I worried about what would 
happen to me if he lost his job. I 
worried about him dying." 
Carrie didn't really come to realize 
her father's addiction until she came to 
college. 
"I think the best thing for any child 
of an alcoholic family is to get away 
from it and take care of your life and 
realize that you have choices," she said. 
The discovery of her father's 
alcoholism was a slow process that 
included counseling and joining a 
support group. 
"You have to come to a point where 
you realize that it's their choice. . . . 
Unless they have the desire to help 
themselves, you can't help them," 
Carrie said. 
ACOAs can turn pain to strength 
For different people, the effects of 
alcoholism and the recovery from it can 
be varied. 
"Adult children of alcoholics are 
some of the strongest people I know," 
Haveson said. "They're rocks. But they 
don't know how to tap into their 
sources of strength. You learn from 
such a young age to be dysfunctional 
that it's hard to break out of it 
themselves." 
Syre said that it may take a long time 
to deal with all of the anxieties, but the 
Alcohol awareness week powers 
up with educational programs 
Contrary to what some JMU 
students may think, they have not 
heard it all when it comes to alcohol 
use and abuse. According to Randy 
Haveson, a JMU substance abuse 
counselor, students still have a lot to 
learn. 
lb educate them about responsible 
alcohol use, a campus-wide committee 
composed of the Health Center, the 
Counseling Center, the Recreation 
Department, the Office of Residence 
Life and the Commuter Student 
Council has organized this week's 
Alcohol Awareness Week. 
"We don't take the approach, 'Oh, 
alcohol is bad,' because it's not for 
everybody," said Nancy Grembi, 
assistant director for Health Education. 
"We want people to be conscious of 
thdr choices." 
A new activity, not part of past 
Alcohol Awareness weeks, is the 
building of "the Wall." Brick-shaped 
pieces of paper will be available for 
students at the events scheduled 
throughout the week. On these 
"bricks," students can write their 
negative and positive experiences, 
which will be hung in the mail room 
of the Campus Center. 
"The purpose of the wall is for 
people to realize mere can be positive 
experiences for low-risk use of alcohol 
and there can be negative experiences 
with misuse of alcohol," Grembi said. 
Another highlight of the week is a 
magic show. Illusionist Bob Fellows 
will incorporate the message of 
Alcohol Awareness Week — to make 
positive choices — into his show 
Thursday. 
The schedule of events for the rest 
of the week includes: 
• Thursday, Oct. 14. Information 
Table, 10 a.m.-2 p.m. on the 
Commons. Participate in building "the 
Wall," 10 a.m.-2 p.m. "Mind Magic- 
illusionist Bob Fellows, Grafton- 
Stovall Theatre, 7 p.m. 
• Friday, Oct. 15. Movie in 
Commuter Lounge, 11 a.m.- 3 p.m. 
Volleyball tournament, 11 p.m., 
Godwin Gym. 
•Saturday, Oct. 16. 
Tailgate/Mocktails on Godwin Field, 
sponsored by Natural Highs and D- 
Hall.   ' 
• Monday, OcL 18. Cillia performs in 
Taylor A305, 7 p.m. Speaker, Dr. 
Lamieh Salimi, "Acquaintance Rape," 
Purple and Gold Rm., Godwin Hall. 7 
p.m. 
• Tuesday, Oct. 19. Speaker, Randy 
Haveson, Purple and Gold Rm.. 
Godwin Hall, 7 p.m. 
Students who participate in Alcohol 
Awareness Week events will receive a 
ribbon with a message on it about 
alcohol awareness 
With one-third of Virginia's college 
students admitting to being regular 
drinkers, according to a survey 
conducted by the University of 
Virginia's Institute for Substance 
Abuse Studies, Haveson said he would 
like to see alcohol awareness as a 
theme throughout the entire year, not 
just for one week. 
"I hear people asking for alternative 
ways to have fun," he said, referring to 
the large number of students he talks 
to who don't like to drink every 
weekend. 
But the week's goal is not to 
discourage alcohol use altogether. It is 
to make students aware of the 





go for help 
Alcoholics Anonymous 
P.O. Box 459 
Grand Certral Station 
New York, NY 10163 
<2!2)686-l!00 
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Central & Western Virginia's Finest 




75 South Court Square 
Harrisonburg, Va. • 703-433-1833 
In Luray 
James McHone Jewelry 
& Antiques 
24 East Main St., Luray, Va. • 703-743-9001 
Tburs - Sot: 10 - 5, Sun. 1 - 230 
Come by and see Brenda Beabm and Edie 
Zimmerman 
In Charlottesville 
tTht %wtier's 'Eye 
Central Place - The Downtown Mall 
Charlottesville, Va. • 804-979-5919 
An extensive collection of 1920's white gold filigree rings and bracelets - elaborate Victorian lavaliers and brooches - stylish geometric lines of Art Deco 
adornements - old pearls -Art Nouveau pins - 30's6 4O's sterling - Amber- Objects D'art - Hqllowware - and a selection of unique, newer colored-stone and 
diamond jewelry. 
Working Together To Provide The Largest Selection of Exquisite Antique Jewelry At Affordable Prices! 
r 
What yotiiuback rable. 
• It's so easy to help your community, 
when you think about it. 
• Millions of people have helped make 
five percent of their incomes and five 
hours of volunteer time per week the 
standard of giving in America. 
• Get involved with the causes you care 
about and give five. 
Just a fraction of what we spend on 
sports can help keep society in shape. 
Attention Students 
The Tannery Ltd. 
Let voo r para 
Students and Faculty always 
receive a 10%) discoont 
10 to 8 MON - SfiT 
Cloverleaf Shopping Center - Next to Best 
433-8321 
IN BETWEEN 
"NICE TO MEET YOU" 





Why In The World Go Anywhere Else? 
ALADDIN Now GuaranteedTo Be Here, 
Or You Rent Any Other Movie FREE! 
HARRISONBURG       Cloverleaf Shopping Center       434-0913 
^^^^^OPB^^eysAWeeJ^^^Oajm^OPjm^^^^^ 
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Grounds crews clean up for the Parents' Weekend rush 
by Crist* Breen 
staff writer 
Contrary to popular belief, 
there are no magic flower fairies 
at JMU who garden through the 
night in order to impress visitors 
on Parent's Weekend. 
Instead, there is a 25-person 
grounds crew that works to keep 
the campus clean, and brings 
gardens all over campus to full 
bloom. 
Events like Homecoming and 
Parents' Weekend can showcase 
the efforts of the grounds crew. 
Grounds supervisor Ernest 
Higgs, Jr. said, "The grounds are 
at their peak around Parent's 
Weekend. We were real proud at 
how the campus looked on 
Homecoming Weekend, and it 
should still be in peak for 
Parent's Weekend.'' 
Fred Hilton, director of media 
relations said, "You'd be 
surprised about the number of 
comments we receive about the 
landscaping on campus. 
"For a long time, the 
university has placed a high 
priority on having an attractive 
campus. The nice appearance 
adds to the Tine qualities of this 
university. Compared to many 
other campuses, this one stands 
out." 
Higgs said, "We don't wait 
and put all the money into 
Parent's Weekend. While they 
like for grounds to look extra 
special for big weekends such as 
this one, the grounds crew's 
emphasis is on keeping the 
campus spruced up and quickly 
replacing dead flowers and 
shrubs with new ones." 
Hilton said, "Parents' 
Weekend is an important time for 
the school to have a good 
appearance. 
"We stay spruced up all the 
time, but we have 10,000 visitors 
coming ... I think it's important 
that the campus look good," he 
said. 
Junior Steve Antoine said, 
"All of a sudden, there's flowers. 
They sweep and clean up every 
which way." 
Buildings and grounds has had 
to put forth extra effort this year 
in order to make the campus 
bloom. 
"Construction has made a 
worse workload than average," 
Higgs said. "It has been a hectic 
summer, with planting grass and 
removing shrubbery for 
construction." 
Freshman Anna Egloff said, 
"They took down all those ugly 
fences, and they've been putting 
cow manure all around the plants 
... I've smelt it." 
Three grounds workers 
cultivate all campus flower beds 
during the school year, but during 
the summer, they are assisted by 
six to seven student workers. 
Larry Goodhart, a flower 
grounds worker, said, "We stay 
busy all year long. There's 
watering, mulching, edging and 
fertilizing to worry about It's not 
just putting flowers in the ground 
and forgetting about them." 
Preparations begin in 
December for the blossoms that 
are seen from June through 
October. 
Once Higgs chooses the 
flowers to plant in the beds 
around campus, he submits his 
plans to the administration, which 
accepts or rejects the plans, based 
on the JMU budget. 
Following the administration's 
JOSH SEELY 
Landscaping services employees like Dale Dull work year-round 
mowing, mulching and maintaining the grounds. 
approval, contracts go out to 
nurseries for the flowers. One is 
accepted, and the flowers are 
inspected in mid-April at the 
nursery. If they pass inspection, 
they are delivered in late April 
for planting. 
The grounds crew tries to keep 
the late summer flowers in bloom 
as long as possible, while 
replacing those that die or freeze 
with chrysanthemums or fresh 
mulch. 
The three most widely seen 
flowers on campus this week are 
geraniums, impatiens and mums. 
Higgs inspects the campus 
several times a day to get a good 
look at the landscaping around 
campus and to decide what needs 
fixing and replacing. 
"My job is to keep the campus 
beautified," Higgs said. "The 
campus needs to be in lop shape 
at all times." 
There are 8,000 to 10,000 
geraniums on campus, and ISO 
have been replaced by mums so 
far this fall, according to Higgs. 
Setbacks     for    landscape 
services come when students 
decide to pick campus flowers for 
their own use. 
Higgs said that students may 
be warned or fined if caught 
picking flowers from university 
gardens, because of the damage 
that may be done to the plants. 
The Samuel Page Duke rose 
garden, located behind Wilson 
and Keezell Halls, is one garden 
that could be damaged by 
students. 
"The rules are there for the 
beauty of the rose garden," Higgs 
said. 
"To keep a rose garden, you 
can't have Tom, Dick and Harry 
coming in and picking the roses. 
The roses are to be cut in a way 
that they can grow back and 
rcbud," Higgs said. 
Excessive damage was done to 
the flowers along the JMU 
entrance at Port Republic Road 
during Homecoming weekend, 
making replacement flowers for 
the area necessary. 
Goodhart said the areas around 
the football field and the entrance 
at Port Republic Road are being 
given extra attention these two 
weeks. 
"We are going to focus on 
where the crowd is going to be," 
Goodhart said. 
Not only is buildings and 
grounds focusing on gardens and 
shrubbery this weekend, but extra 
emphasis is also being placed on 
trash removal, fencing and 
barricades. 
'Trash is something that needs 
to be kept up," grounds worker 
Kevin Lam said. 
Trash removal and cleanliness 
of outside areas will be 
monitored all weekend. Several 
workers will be doing overtime to 
keep up with extra trash pickup 
that goes along with the extra 
crowd on campus. 
All this hard work is 
appreciated, Higgs remarked. 
"Landscape services has really 
good people who care about their 
job," Higgs said. 
JOSH SEELY 
Keith Byer is one of the 2&member grounds crew that keeps 
ACOA 
the campus weed-free. 
continued from page 18 
results can make ACOAs successful individuals. 
"The ways I dealt with it were through personal 
counselmg, 'taking my mask off and getting honest with 
people, and active participation in the Adult Children of 
Alcoholic's 12-step program," Syre said. 
"I really believe that as an adult child of an alcoholic 
that I have a level of empathy and understanding that I 
may not have had if 1 hadn't grown up in a dysfunctional 
home. In having lived that way, I can help others that 
suffer from the same problem. 
"The student's time at the university provides an 
excellent opportunity to grow and develop into mature 
adults. College time is really the time io deal with things 
like this. ... We have an excellent and responsive 
counseling center. Children suffering as a result of 
alcoholism in the family should seek counseling." 
Carrie found caring within support groups that she 
hadn't received from her parents. 
- 
"Sometimes [alcoholics! don't care about anyone, and 
ihey don't care about themselves," she said. "It's good to 
gel together with people who've been where you are, 
who are where you are." 
Rachel said, 'The thing that gives me hope is that 
there are people out there who arc willing and want to 
give support. There are support systems out there that 
weren't there 20 years ago." 
"AL-ANON makes me remember the effect I have on 
other people," Rachel said. "When a person is an 
alcoholic, they're a walking wreck and they've created a 
lot of destruction around them." 
For those people wanting to learn more about alcohol 
and its effects. Syre teaches two health sciences classes 
on this topic — Alcohol: Use and Abuse and The Use 
and Effects of Drugs. 
An ACOA group meets 7 p.m. every Wednesday at 
Emmanuel Episcopal Church. Information on counseling 
or any other group can be obtained from Randy Haveson 
at the Counseling Center, x65S2. 
Are you or your 
parents divorced? 
If you would like to 
share your experience 
with us, 
call 
Jessica or Alane 
at X6729 
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V/SA ^       G//» Certificates 
Mental illness has warning signs, too. 
Withdrawal from social activities. Excessive anger. 
These could be the first warning signs of a mental illness. 
Unfortunately, most of us don't recognize the signs. 
Which is tragic. Because mental illness can be treated. 
In fact. 2 out of 3 people who get help, get better. 
For a free booklet about mental illness, call the 
National Mental Health Association: 
C! 1-800-969-NMHA. 
Learn to see the warning signs. 
PONDEROSA 
Treat your parents or let your 
parents treat you! 
Enjoy a budget-priced meal without that 
budget taste. 
Sirloin Steak only 
$6.99 
Ponderosa Specials: 
Enjoy Endless Shrimp with any 
entree for only $2.00 
OR 
All-You-Can-Eat Grand™ Buffet 
with Sundae Bar for only $5.79 
Receive 10% OFF your entree when you 
bring your JMU ID or Ticket Stub from this 
weekend's game. 
433-7121 
E. Market St. (Adjacent to Wal-Mart) 
DIGITAL 
UNDERGROUND , 
The "Body-Hat" Syndrome I 
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Sports 
Dukes drop VCU, push win streak to 11 
Maltese's second-half goal lifts Dukes 1-0, 
as Bailey records his fifth shutout in goal 
byMikeWissot 
stqffwriter 
The fifth-ranked JMU men's soccer 
team defeated Virginia Common wealth 1- 
0 Wednesday on X-Lot Field in its first of 
a four-game home stretch. 
"This is a sweet victory for us," head 
coach Tom Martin said. "Keeping a 
dangerous and physical team like VCU off 
the scoreboard is a great accomplishment." 
JMU improved its record to 12-0-1, 
while VCU dropped to 9-3. The Dukes' 
victory lies a school record, set in 1991, 
for the longest unbeaten streak. 
Senior forward Chris Maltese scored on 
a header midway through the second half 
after a cross pass from junior midfielder 
Jon Pillion on the right side. 
"It worked out exactly how we wanted 
to," Maltese said. "Jon gave me a great 
pass and I was just trying to get my head 
on the ball and get it in." 
Pillion said, "I was just trying to get 
around the corner with the ball. Once I got 
the pass off, Chris was right there for the 
goal and it worked out great." 
In the first half, VCU controlled a quiet 
JMU offense with a physical and quick- 
paced level of play. 
"We didn't play with urgency and 
started really flat," Martin said. "But VCU 
deserves a lot of credit. They stepped up 
and pressured us early." 
Martin said that the game-winning play 
separated them from much of the 
competition. 
"Good teams find a way to get the job 
done," said Martin, who's in his eighth 
year at JMU. "Jon got his cross in early 
after beating a couple people on the flank, 
and Chris put in a sweet goal." 
JMU took 11 shots on goal, while VCU 
had only eight. Junior goalkeeper Brian 
Bailey made a number of crucial saves for 
the Dukes to preserve the shutout. 
"Brian came up big for us when he had 
to," Martin said. "We're very pleased with 
that," 
Bailey entered the game ranked fourth 
among the national goalkeeping leaders in 
Division I and first in the Colonial 
Athletic Association with a .35 goals 
against average. 
Senior defenders K.P. Wawrzyniak and 
Bob Johnston supported the defense with a 
strong finish in the second half. 
"K.P. and Bob played a tough game," 
Martin said. "We're going to need that 
type of performance from them in our 
upcoming games." 
JMU security was more heavily 
enforced yesterday, due to a number of 
incidents in the past between fans and 
opposing players. 
JMU students on The Hill gave the 
Dukes a welcome-home present, 
tormenting and distracting VCU 
goalkeeper Keith Englehardt the entire 
game. 
"We're always excited to play at home 
because the crowd is so tremendous," 
Maltese said. "It really is a lift for this 
home stretch before we go on the road for 
our last two games." 
JMU will continue its homestand 
against Campbell at noon Saturday and at 
4 p.m. Wednesday against the Richmond 
Spiders. 
"Campbell will be more organized and 
disciplined than a lot of teams," Martin 
said. "They're having their best year in 
history and it'll be a tough test for us." 
Campbell will bring to X-Lot field the 
third and fourth leading scorers in the 
nation to do battled with JMU's stingy 
defense. 
Toni Siikala has 17 goals and nine 
assists and Brian Hunter has 17 goals and 
five assists to lead the Camels. 
CRAIG NEWMAN 
Senior forward Chris Maltese is swarmed by the tans on The Hill after scoring 
the lone goal of yesterday's victory over Virginia Commonwealth. 
Fans may be taking 'support the home team' too far 
JMU fans have been blessed with a winning soccer 
team — one that is ranked fifth in the nation by Soccer 
America. And it looks like our beloved Dukes will be 
headed for another NCAA Tournament bid. 
JMU fans have gotten behind the team in a big way, 
coming out for every home game with abandon. 
From endless taunts and threats of opposing players, to 
the mob of students on The Hill, and the guy banging that 
pan with a spoon so loud in the goalkeeper's ear — JMU 
fans have created a true home field advantage. 
But while spirit and enthusiasm are crucial support 
factors at our home games, JMU students have failed to 
realize some of the ramifications to wild and reckless 
behavior. 
In a heated game last Wednesday, the Dukes balded 
American University and won 3-2 in double overtime. 
Throughout the entire game, JMU students were 
shouting obscenities, throwing things at the American 
players and stepping onto the field during the game. 
After sophomore midfielder Kaarlo Kankkunen's 




referees nearly took the goal off the scoreboard. 
"I think sometimes fans come in drunk, and they don't 
understand that there's a line that can be crossed," said 
junior Kris Whitehead, a JMU soccer fan. 
Students have repeatedly been told not to stand behind 
the goals, and they still don't listen. 
"It's been bothering me increasingly over the last five 
years," said Dr. Robert Bersson, a professor in the Art 
Department and a JMU soccer fan (see Letters to the 
Editor, page 13). "Whenever behavior like that is going 
on, it's very degrading to everyone." 
Fans are not portraying the image that JMU and head 
coach Tom Martin want to create. If teams are too afraid 
to play us at home, they won't. They may simply grow 
tired of dealing with a raging and vulgar crowd. 
"This is way beyond enthusiastic rooting," Bersson 
said. "Our players don't play dirty, so why should the 
fans?" 
Dr. Russell Smith, a professor in the economics 
department, is a JMU soccer fan and a junior level coach. 
He said he will not take his team to JMU games because 
of the behavior of the fans. 
"We discussed it and decided that it was too 
embarassing for our kids to watch," Smith said. "It's not 
going to take long for people across the country to know 
how hostile our crowd really is." 
The players love the intensity and applaud the fans' 
dedication. But they, too, do not need to feel 
embarrassment because of exceedingly rowdy fans. 
JMU and its men's soccer program are built on pride, 
spirit and class. Let's keep that in mind before the next 
whistle sounds. 
I^I^^M 
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I 
LUNCH SPECIAL 
Large One Topping 
(Delivered?, lunch?, COCTJ 
433-PAPA 
(433-7272) 
ONLYVAUDMON.-FRI.  From 11AMto3PM 
MUST HAVE THIS COUPON 
Don't Miss 
Our Exit! 
q, 9 & 12 Month 
• 1,2 & 3 Bedrooms 
• Townhouses or Gardens 
• Pool & Tennis Court 
• Wall-to-WaU Carpet 
• Ceiling Fans 
• Mini Blinds 
• Small Pets Welcome* 
• On Site 
Leases Available* 
• Full Size Washer & Dryer 
• Remodeled Kitchen 
• City Bus Service to JMU 
• Furnished Apartments 
• New Lower Rates 
• Student Individual Leases 
• 24-Hour Maintenance 
Management 
-Fri.10-6 
Weekend - Appointment* 
Welcome 
* Soma raatricliona apply 
Clubhouaa. Dtvon lana • Harnaonburg, VA 22801 
Diractioni: Acroai tha highway from JMU Campua. 1-81 B« 24ft. Eaal on Port 
RtouMic Road to top Of hill, right on Devon Lan4.r0 Rental Offica. 
434-2220 
1550 E. Market St.   •  433*0323 Hours: MON.-FRL 10-8 • SAT. 10-5 • SUN. 11-4 
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No, 4 Maryland edges JMU 3-2 in 2 OTs 
Controversial call helps to snap Dukes' winning streak at nine games 
by Craig Landis 
staffwrittr 
The JMU field hockey team suffered a 
heartbreaking 3-2 loss in double overtime 
to fourth-ranked Maryland Tuesday night 
at Bridgeforth Stadium. 
In a non-conference game with 
national-ranking implications, the 
difference came down to a controversial 
call in the second overtime. 
With 9:41 left in the second overtime, 
Maryland's freshman forward Lori Vile 
scored off a long shot outside the circle 
that hit the goal cage and bounced out 
After a discussion between officials, the 
shot was ruled a goal, and the sudden- 
death victory awarded to Maryland. 
"I don't think the refs got a good look 
at it," senior midfielder Leslie Nason said. 
"She thought it hit the back post, and our 
defense thought it hit the front post. 
JMU head coach Christy Morgan, was 
frustrated with the officiating of the game. 
"I honestly believe that it was not 
good," she said. "But that's not an excuse. 
My kids played their butts off — they 
couldn't have played any harder. But they 
were playing against 13 people out there 
— 11 on the other side and the two 
officials. And that's not complaining — 
that's fact" 
While the team more than held their 
own against a talented Maryland team, 
Thate feels it was even more of a 
challenge due to the officials. 
"I think- today we've reached the 
highest step because we had to fight 
against this team and against the officials," 
Thate said. "I'm not the one who says it's 
the official's fault But it wasn't right." 
With the Dukes trailing 1-0 midway 
through the second half, freshman 
midfielder Carole Thate led a breakaway, 
resulting in a penalty corner for JMU. 
Thate's ensuing goal tied the game at 1-1 
with 21:38 left in regulation. 
Maryland regained lead with a dramatic 
MIKE HEFFNER 
JMU head coach Christy Morgan consoles senior midfielder Leslie Nason after 
Tuesday's loss, which was JMU's first since losing to Old Dominion on Sept. 12. 
goal scored off a penalty stroke flipped up 
and in by forward Maureen Scott with 
about seven minutes left 
JMU made several bids to tie the score 
as the clock ran down, and their efforts 
finally paid off with a goal from Nason 
with only 46 seconds left in regulation. 
The first sudden-death overtime was 
scoreless and Maryland's tally in the 
second overtime won it 
JMU's next game is Friday against 
Davis & Elkins in Bridgeforth Stadium. 
GAME NOTES: Thate ranks second 
nationally in points-per-game average, 
total points and goals. Her 22 goals on the 
the season matches JMU's total for all of 
last season. . . Junior forward Danyle 
Heffeman is tied for ninth nationally with 
10 assists . . . Sophomore goalkeeper 
Jenny Ruggiero ranks eighth nationally in 
goals-against average at 0.697 and 10th in 
saves percentage at 0.900. 
JMU field hockey 
program continues 
to gain respect 
Fans that braved the cold in 
Bridgeforth Stadium Tuesday night 
may have seen a Final Four preview. 
Eighth-ranked JMU, with its tough 
play against 4th-ranked Maryland, 
garnered praise from the Maryland 
coach. 
"I think JMU is one of the best 
teams in the nation," Maryland head 
coach Missy Meharg said. "This 
team is a great team, and there's a 
good chance we'll see them again. 
Last year, JMU lost to Maryland 
4-0 on its way to a 6-13 season. 
"You're talking about a program 
that last year was not in the top 20, to 
now being, I think, a top-five team 
right now. I've seen an improvement 
in these individual players that you 
don't see very often." 
Morgan said the key is experience. 
"Last year, we were in a 
developmental stage, this year we're 
in a finishing stage," she said. "We 
grew last year and we took our 
lumps, but we learned from it 
"It was hard, but we approached it 
the right way, and we really learned a 
lot from last year. And we took 
everything we learned from last year 
and put it into this year." 
With the CAA tournament only 
three weeks away, the team will 
continue to concentrate on the 
fundamentals that have got them 
where they are. 
JMU- field hockey has high 
expectations for the remainder of the 
season. 
"It's going great so far," freshman 
midfielder Carol Thate said. "I think 
we're going great, and we're not 
finished yet" 
— Craig Landis 
JMU falls to llth-ranked W&M, 4-0 
Dukes can't break jinx against Tribe; season record falls to 6-7 
by Kevin Finch 
stttffwriter 
JENN PENNEY 
JMU's Jen Donaldson makes a save Tuesday, as 
the Dukes lost their fourth straight game to W&M. 
The JMU women's soccer team continued its roller 
coaster season with a 4-0 setback against No. 11 -ranked 
William & Mary on Tuesday at X-Lot field. 
The loss drops the team's season record to 6-7. 
The Dukes came out strong, playing even soccer with 
the Tribe. Just Five minutes into the game JMU nearly 
took the lead when senior back Chantel Schwandt lofted 
a centering pass (hat was headed just inches over the top 
goal post. But the Dukes managed just 11 shots on goal 
for the game, while the Tribe tallied 19. 
"We played in spurts," junior back Anne Metzger 
said. "We weren't playing consistently. We had our 
times when we sparked." 
W&M broke the scoreless tie at the 9:26 mark of the 
first half when senior back Julie DiRenzo kicked in a 
shot off of a corner kick. 
W&M's sophomore forward Natalie Neaton blasted a 
goal from 15 yards out, giving the Tribe a 2-0 lead. 
"It seems like each year when we play W&M, we end 
up giving up a silly goal or two," coach Dave Lombardo 
said. "I think that particularly, the second goal is 
something that should not have happened. They're too 
good to give up those kind of goals to, because you're 
not going to score four goals against them to make up 
for the mistakes." 
At the start of the second half, the Dukes came out on 
fire. Metzger, freshman midfielder Samantha Andersen 
and senior midfielder Dana Albertella dominated 
midfield and had the Tribe on their heels. 
But JMU was unable to produce any goals, and at the 
65:25 mark, W&M's senior midfielder Amanda 
McKenney scored from 25 yards for a 3-0 lead. 
"I guess we just didn't have the heart in it for the 
whole 90 minutes," Metzger said. "You have to play 
hard all 90 minutes to win, especially against a good 
team like W&M." 
The Tribe concluded the scoring on Ncaton's second 
goal of the afternoon, with just 2:25 left in the game. 
"This is the worst beating we've ever had as a 
program, including our first year, and that's 
disappointing," Lombardo said. "We're struggling right 
now to get to be better than a .500 team, and I believe in 
my heart that we are belter than a .500 team." 
Despite the loss, Metzger made it clear that the season 
is far from over. 
"We're still going to lake il one game al a lime," she 
said. "It's not over, anything can happen . . . We're nol 
giving up." 
The team's ncxi game is Friday at Princeton. 
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JMC Cuqrag Cwter GaMNiM 
MM. -Frl.   UAM-UFM,   Sal. A Sun.   IPM-UPM 
• Pool Tables • 
• Table Tennis • 
Arcade Gasses • 
• Cards* 
• Bsardgamcs 
• Checkers & Che 
EVERYONE WELCOME! 
Gamcroom can be reserved for special events. 
Call the Cameroon*, at X6020 or stop by for details! 
1st Floor, Taylor Hall (across from COCL). 
&m 
Just movies riafradkmofourtii^ couW hdpbring many happy endings. 
of their incomes and    »^w»»*»*    and give tive. 
Wilderness 
[POLITE© FLEECE PULLOVERS 
200 
GREAT FOR LAYERING 
Special Hours: 
Saturday, Oct. 16  9-7pm 




1544 East Market ST. 
(Next to Cool Breeze Cyclery) 
• • 
Having roommate problems.    I need a\ 
place to shack! 
Signed, 
Seeking Friends & Fun 
Dear Friend & Fun 5eeker, 
Why don't you  shack  up  with  three| 
c\oee friends at Ashby Crossing? 
Check Out Our Roommate 
Referral Program! 
Life at Ashby Crossing will entitle you to: ^K r no u n im 10 -a»sw 
Free 24 hr maintenance ^^ 
Bus pickup every 15 minutes or short walk to JMU 
Covered bus shelter 
Full-size washer & dryer 
Individual leases 
^V Volleyball & basketball courts, weightroom 
^M- Ample, well-lighted parking 
Signed, 
CROSSING 
1235-F Devon lane 
Harrisonburfi. VA 22801 
432-1001 




• AD recreation facilities will be closed on 
Saturday, Oct. 18 due to Parent's Weekend. 
• Everyone who uses the Godwin Wellnesi 
Center must participate in a facility 
orientation by Oct. 15. Call x3321 for an 
appointment 
Timex Fitness Week runs from Oct. 25-29: 
• Monday — A weltness challenge will take 
place at 8 p.m. in the Godwin Wellness 
Center. Men's and women's three-person 
teams must register in the intramurals office 
in Warren Hall rm. 300 by Friday. Oct. 22. 
• Tuesday — There will be a safety 
awareness/self defense clinic in the Hillside 
Fitness Center at 6:30 p.m. . . A bicycle 
tune-up and maintenance clinic will be held 
in Godwin Squash Court at 8 p.m. . . A 
fitness and self esteem lecture will be held 
at 12:15 p.m. in the Logan Hall basement 
• Wednesday — A Timex conditioning 
competition will be held at 7 p.m. in 
Bridgeforth Stadium. Register in Warren 
Hall rm. 300 by Friday. Oct. 22. Events will 
be the one-mile walk/run, 100-yard dash, 
situps and pushups. 
• Thursday — The "World's Largest 
Aerobics Class" will be held in Godwin 
Hall gymnasium at 5:45 p.m. Skate town 
USA is free admission with JAC. 
• The men's soccer club recorded its first 
win of the season by beating Bridgewaler 
College 3-0 on Monday. Sophomore 
Charles Happel, junior Lee Wetherton and 
freshman Andy Fetzer scored for JMU. 
VOLLEYBALL 
Dukes scor* second win off season 
The JMU women's volleyball team raised 
its record to 2-16 by defeating Liberty in 
four games Tuesday. 
The Dukes won by scores of 15-6,15-4, 
9-15, 15-10 to douse the Flames in 
Lynch burg. 
UPCOMING 
Friday, Oct 15 
Field hockey: Davis & Elklns at JMU, 7 
w" volleyball: American at JMU, 7 p.m. 
W. soccer JMU at Princeton. 7:30 p.m. 
Saturday, Oct 16 
M. cross country: JMU at Liberty Inv. 
W. cross country: JMU at Liberty Inv. 
Field hockey: William & Mary at JMU, 7 
p.m. 
Football: New Hampshire at JMU, 1:30 
p.m. 
M. soccer: Campbell at JMU, noon. 
W. volleyball: George Mason at JMU, 5 
p.m. 
Sunday, Oct 17 
Women's soccer: JMU at Hartford, noon 
W. volleyball: Georgetown at JMU, 1 p.m. 
Tuesday, Oct 19 
FleM hockey: Richmond at JMU, 7:30 p.m. 
M. golf: JMU at Snowshoe Inv. 
W. volleyball: Radford at JMU, 4 p.m. 
Wednesday, Oct 20 
M. golf: JMU at Snowshoe Inv. 
M. soccer: Richmond at JMU, 4 p.m. 
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ftf*, 
Massanutten Village's ^ 
/Rettitwratet & JitttKfC 
Is Now OPEN. 
• Casual Elegance in a Scenic 
Wooded Setting 
»Featuring Traditional American 




with this ad. 
•Offer Expires 
10-31-93 





Puke* v*j New Hampshire 
GAME: New Hampshire it JMU. 130 
p-itt, Bridgeforth Stadium. 
DUKES NOTES; Sophomore quarterback 
Mike Cawley was named Yankee 
Conference and ECAC Offensive Player of 
the Week, as well as Division I-AA Player 
of the Week, while linebacker Brian Smith 
was named Yankee Conference Rookie of 
the Week *,. Freshman tailbacks Kelvin 
Jeter and Dee Townes are expected to be 
ready to play on Saturday .,. Sophomore 
tailback Rhadshaun Miles will start on 
Saturday if he remains healthy. 
DATA: UNH ha* not had a losing record 
since 1981 They beat the Dukes 28-6 that 
year in the only previous meeting of the 
schools . . . The Wildcats average 363.4 
yards per game; and allow 305.6 ... Junior 
tailback Avrom Smith averages 94.4 rushing 
yards a game, end has run in four TDs 
Junior quarterback Jim Stayer has completed 
78 of 139 passes for 1.045 yards and eight 
touchdown*. ■'■■'"■■ 
RIP SAYSt "They'll give you a milBon 
different looks. They "re the kind of defense 
that gives us problems because they're t 
pressure defense. We've got some young 
players and a young quarterback and we've 
got to learn how to handle pressure." 
_________ : 
c&BSls 
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Massachusetts 





































S. Knight, W&M 
2. Data By. Deia. 
3. Todd Durkin. W&M 
4. R. Dougherty, BU 
5. C. Hlxson. URI 
TonRuaheri 
1. R. Ingogiia. UM 
2. D. Brown, Dela. 
3 Uly Scott. UR 





















Too Recclveya,     Hfi£* Yd». Q[& 
1. D. McLood, JMU       33     535   6.5 
2. D. Gamwe, UNH      27     383  5.4 
3. M. Nowdah, UConn 30 363 6.0 
4 c: Hahdarson. BU 19 304 4 8 
5.8.Apgar.URl 27     591   4.5 
GRANT JERtXNG 
Welcome JMU Parents 
<l* BUU Pfy 
World Series Specials 
1 Free Batting cage 
pass with every 
paid round of golf 
8 Tokens for $5 
Register for Door 
Prizes to be drawn 
the last game of 
the World Series 
Located Behind UaOcy MaD 
1945 Deverie Aw. Harrisooborfi 
433-2243 
«■ 
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LARGE CHEESE PIZZA 
TL +TAX 
<f$,£t exlra WJwPft 9^ ^tax z ** CARRY OUT ONLY! 
433-PAPA 433-7272 
<vtfua BUFFET 
ALL YOU CAN EAT and DRINK FOR 1 PRICE 
Evenings & Weekend Buffet 
ALWAYS INCLUDES 
Roast Btsf, Baked Ham, Plus Mori 
LUNCH 
Mon. - Frl. 11 ■.m. - 3:30 p.m. 
Adult* -54.99   CMMran4-12yn.t2.99    Children Under 4 FREE 
EVENINGS ft WEEKENDS 
Adults • $5.99 
Children 4-12 yrs. 53.99 
Under 4 FREE 
Mon. -Thurs. 3:30-8 p.m. 
Fri. 3:30 • 8 p.m. 
Sat. U a.m. • 8 p.m. 
Sun. U a.m. • 7 p.m. 










You ve worked bard/or 
that diploma. So don't let an 
unnecessary gap in 
insurance coverage get in 
your way. 
Whether you're coming off 
your parent's plan, finishing 
a student plan or wailing for 
coverage through a new 
employer, a Short Term 
Medical plan from Time 
Insurance is the answer. 
Time's easy and affordable 
coverage plans were 
designed with your specific 
needs in mind.  The benefits 
arc excellent, there's a 
choice of coverage periods, 
and the policy can be issued 
right-on the spot  Don't lake 
chances with your future - 
call us loday. 
Plinncd Benefit Sexrlcee 
S. Bruce Allen 
2492 Whitney CX 
Charlottcsvlllc, VA 22901 
804 - 973-3731 
800 - 621-3863 
Prorlden of Annuities, lite. 
Health * Disability Insurance 
TIME INSURANCE COMPANY 





OLDE MILL VILLAGE 
432-9502 
Professionally managed by: 
Horsiey and Constable 




° Amenities Galore ° 
• Pedal on the level - no hills to climb 
or interstate to cross. 
• Only four blocks to campus. 
• Energy efficient heat pumps. 
• Stain resistant wall-to-wall carpeting. 
• Mini-blinds on all windows. 
• Basketball courts. 
• Paved parking spaces. 
• Pre-wired for telephone. 
• Telephone & cable outlets in each room. 
• Deadbolt locks and door viewers on 
all apartments. 
• Well lit parking lot and walkways. 
• Convenient bus service to campus & 
Valley Mall. 
• Full time management and maintenance 
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E   MAOKtl SI 
UMVCRSITV KVO 
CARRY OUT MENU 
GRAND OPENING SPECIAL 
Order over $10, Come with 2 Egg Roll 
Order over $20, Come with Combo Fried Rice 
Order over $30, Come with General Tso's Chicken 
Lunch Buffet Everyday 
Over 16 Items Weekday $4.95 
Weekend $5.95 
Tel:  703-564-1922 
703-564-1810 
1790, #120 EAST MARKET ST., 
KROGER SHOPPING CENTER 
EXPIRES:  10/30/93 
First Presbyterian Church 
17 N. jpourt Square/ Harrisonburg 
Offers many options for our College students: 
Worship • 8:30am & 11: 
• Sunday Sc 
• Bell Choir 
• Adopt-* 
• Bible Studies 
•■•>:■»■-■•; 
• Chancel Choir 
• Working with Nursery 
• Ushering 
gram   • Many other opportunities 
Church Office 434-6551 
Dr. John Sloop, Sr. Minister 
Rev. Rachel Hamburger, Assoc. 
Save $30 On 30,000:60,000 And 90,000 
Mile Factory Recommended Service 
Bring in this ad or ask for our Manager's Special. 
Service Includes: 
• 9 Minute Oil Change and 17 Point 
Preventive Maintenance 
Inspection (up to 5 qts. of 
Mobil Premium Oil) 
• Transinissioa and Differential 
Fluid Service-•   - 
•Radiator Rush and Fill 
• Diagnostic Tune-Up 
• Fuel System Cleanin g 
• New Air, Fuel and Breather Filters 
and PCV Valve**       jflfc 
• Adjust Engine Valves %j|F 
• Inspect Belts and Hoses 
OIL CHANGE 
• TUNE-UP 
Wo'na with you down tho road. 
9075 East Market St (AtSkyHne vWage) • Harrisonburg, VA • 434-5823 
Or* at 
•«**n>»1«pt ••Wioe«pplCabts.NoaMxr>re»«d OHBopm \V30m 
pTOpatr^baeonsNotvatdwtfiarvotiooto  OITO.SpwOttOHOiinseS^toTH.hc 
PAZAZZ 
Your one stop source for     *%e 
^ Halloween   **' 
Goodies!! *% 
don't forget... we also carry      ***%, 
a full supply ol" Greek merchandise 
!••••! jr i 
You can now CHARGE your Pizza! 
CALL FOR DETAILS! 
433-3776 
WE'RE SMGING $69? 




















Any Large One 
Topping Pizza 
$975 
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Hot Country Music 
Saturday the 16th! fry 
DELMAS DEAM and 
B ECHO STAR        g 
Voted Best Country Band in the Valley! 
MM 
tY 
Students... If you don't have time to wait around, 
the RMH Emergency Department has a track for you! 
You will be treated for minor injuries and illnesses in an hour or less. 
A special medical team devoted exclusively to minor emergencies will 
treat you during peak hours. 
If your emergency is not minor, you are where you should be... at a hospital 
with the staff and facilities to treat all emergencies, all hours of the day! 
^ 
RMH Emergency Department 
A SERVICE OF RCX.KINGHAM MEMORIAL HOSPITAL 
235 Cantrell Avenue, Harrisonburg. VA 22801-3293 
(703) 433-4393 












The Hog & Daug© 
This Oscar Mayer 
Hot Dog with Pork 
Barbeque on a Bun 
IS WILD? 
Bagels 
L*s   and Subs ANODEU SOLD HERE 
FREE 
59C CANDY BAR 
! w/iih ihis cotpov 
:    OKER Expires 
[      10-18-95 
V.. f; ■/•.• S; f; f; f; f;S; S;>; *; f; *; f; f; .•; *; f;t;{/ 
RESERVE    OFFICERS    TRAINING    CORPS 
BELIEVE IT OR NOT, THIS GUY 
IS IN CLASS. 
Excitement and adventure is the course descrip- 
tion, and Army ROTC is the name. Its the one col- 
lege elective that builds your self-confidence, 
develops your leadership potential and helps you 
take on the challenges of command. 
Theres no obligation until your junior year, and I hat 
means theres no reason not to try it out right now 
ARMY ROTC 
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE 
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE. 
Find out more. Contact: 
Captain Doug Kearnes at 568-6094. 
- .• 
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BE YOUR OWN LANDLORD 
LOW DOWN PAYMENT 
UNITS ALSO 
AVAILABLE FOR RENT 
• 3&4 Bedroom Units 
• Microwave 
• Washer & Dryer 
• Ample Parking 
Easy Access to JMU (bus service) 
Furnished or Unfurnished Units 
Dishwasher 
Free Water 
Call Dorothy Ritchie or Jim Acord 432-6541 
Commonwealth Realty 434-2977 
_M 
»^^»< 
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Music is Alive an^** 
NOW OPEN SUNDAY!! 
LADIES NIGHT with HI-N-DRI 
 / 
Pano's Restaurant at the 
Belle Meade Motel 
• Wed., Thur., & Sun. age 18 and up 
• FrL A Sat. age 21 and up 
10/14 Thursday Nigbt 
Kickin' Country Karoke (also 
Pop & Rock available) 
10/15 Friday Nigbt 
Black Cat Road 
10/16 Saturday Nigbt 
Southern Classic Rock 










Stop in and take advantage of 
our wide selection of products: 
Sodas Gifts 
Ice creams   Greeting Cards 
Snacks \JMU" imprinted items 
Sandwiches Hot Chocolate 
Bagels Coffee ... and more 
Gift Certificates are available! 
I' I. IS   «/ \ I)  l< I   I MINI     I N \   I   N  I 
.    V..   -C/V*** 
z?sr 
IRONICALLY, THE TIME TO START 
SAVING FOR RETIREMENT IS WHEN IT LOOKS 
LIKE YOU CAN LEAST AFFORD IT. 
\Psst 
Mister Chips now offers Dry Cleaning 
Services!! In by 8:30AM, back by 4:30PM.* 
M-F 7AM-MIDNIGHT / S-S  9AM-MIDNIGHT 
PHONE: X3922. Located at the "Crossroads' of campus. 
BET 
C.in'i allord lo save lor retirement'.' 
The truth is. vou can't alford nut to. 
Not when vou realize that VOW retirement 
can last Ml lo jityears or more. You'll want 
lo live at least as comfortably then as you 
do now. And that takes planning. 
By starting to save now. you can take 
advantage of lax-deferral and give your 
money rime to compound and grow. 
Consider this: set aside just SIIKI each 
month beginning at age 311 and you can 
accumulate over S172.nK)* by the lime 
you. reach age ti:y But wail ten years and 
you'll have 10 budget SKI<| each month 
to reach the same goal. 
Even if you're not counting the \ ears to 
retirement, vou can count on TIAA-CREI' 
to help you build the future you deserve— 
with flexible retirement and tax-deferred 
annuity plans, a diverse |>ortfolio ol invest- 
ment choices, and a record of personal 
service thai spans 7;, years. 
Over a million people in education and 
research put TIAA-CREF al «hc top of 
their list for retirement planning. Why not 
join ihem? 
Call toda\ and learn how simple it is 
10 build a secure tomorrow when you 
have time and TIAA-CREF working on 
vour side. 
Start planning your future. CmU tur Enn/lmcut Hot lint I 800 842-2888. 
75 years of ensuring the future 
for those who shape xtT 
Humor 
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>«K VE FM1S 
OFF wr ROCK 
MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM/Mike Peters 
"Most interesting, ma'am—you've identified the 
defendant as the one you saw running from the 
scene. I take it, then, that you're unaware 
that my client is a walking stick?" 
2Sft~a —' ■;:■' 





.  J^)WOut!..Jus1 screw* 
vvhen we ■re getbycbse' - 
i' 
Eskimo rescue units 




Saturday, October 16,9 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
Sunday, Octobeir 17,12 noon - 5 p-ta. 
Over 25,000 Records 
Most LPs 990 - $3.00 
W^^W^khijioi^^k classical easy listening; Jazz, country, 
comedy, soundtracks', religious, etc. 
Anodic* great Fair. We have added over lO.OOOLPs since the last 
fair, including a collection of over 2,000 opera and classical from 
Washington, DC We will be featuring our 1/2 price sale on all IPs 
that have been in stock more than 2 Fairs. 
We will also have 45$, along with some CDs, plus 250 cassettes. We 
will also featurea setecttohof new Gospel IPs pricedfrom $2.00- 
$3.00. Come earlyfor best selection as supplies are verylimited. 
Held in our Country Gallery. Located 2 miles east of Ml Crawford, 
VA, 1-81 Exit 240, turn east onRd. 682 toRd. 681. Followthe Green 
valley signs. CaU Jeff or Bevat (703) 434-4260 for information. 
Now accept ing Visa and M^rcard. 










3190 S.MAIN (EXIT 243 OFF 1-81) HARRISONBURG 
GRAND OPENING 
BLUE RIDGE NATURE SHOP 
In Valley Mall 
This Weekend 














Bring in this coupon for 
$2.00 off any T-shirt 
$1.00 off any Poster 
Offer valid thru October 30,1993 Limit 1 coupon per customer. 
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Classifieds 
FOR RENT 
Seeking tonal* ni—W - 
CortortAto AtM*/ CraMhg 12XU. Cal 
Sytvta. 564-1440. 
$11§/m.l Old* Mil - Eiceltent 
roommates! Avalabto nowl Rob. 433- 
6006. 
Sisremet. needed! riwm, Hunters 
Jdg*.„. Ctoaw. 6166. 431-7312. 
GhQtWWsndy. 
FOR SALE 
Spring Breek -Ml Breakaway Tours he. 
now hiring campus tap* to promote 
Spring. Break vacaaont. Earn ha* Up* 
paj* highest cortnaMtons. DettinaUoni 
Induoe Cancun. Bahamas. Jamaica, 
South Padra Island. Panama City, 
Daytona 6 XWWMI Call (600)214 
21 epeed 





Mercury   M.rquls   -   Good 
«i. RabuH angina, loaded, $1400. 
Honda Sceeter - Looka • run* great. 
$500/obo. Michael. 433-7SS2 
HELP WANTED 
Qraua* 6 ChaVa - Rat** up to $500- 
61 oOOh Ian than on* weak. Plus wtt a 
trip to MTV SpringBreak -g* t gat a fco* 
T-ihH kwt tor caring. (600)650-1038. 
art. 65. 
Oreaka A Ckjba - Rate up to $1,000 In 
|ust on* w**kl For your Iratarnlty, 
aororly $ dub. Ptua ll.OOO tor younwKI 
And a lr*« T thin |u*t tor calling. 
(800)032-0526. eit. 78 
Companion to llv* In A d* housa 
chorat lor room $ board to b* 
n*gotlat*d. Phon* 606 1200. call 
evening* 5pm-10pm. A*k tor Pan. 
Spring Break •* - So* tripe, earn cath 
6 go (reel Student Travel Service* I* 
now hiring campu* rep*. Call (600V846- 
484B. 
$267.50 - Sea SO haertoue eHigi T- 
ehtas. pro* $267.50. 22 design*. A riek- 
Ca6 now lor tree catalog. 
Arietta* eat 
Contact IM*t Baton. >7443. 
AA Crule* • travel lob* - Earn 
$2500/mo.. travel the world 1re*l 
(Caribbean. Europe, Hawaii, Adah 
true* Una* no*) hiring tar busy holiday, 
spring A summer season* Guaranteed 
■mptayinatdl Cal <B16)028 436$ «W7. 
Free tripe A ceahl Call u* « Hnd out 
how hundreds of student* ar* already 
earning tree trip* 6 lot* ol cath with 
America'* 61 Spring Break company! 
Choose Cancun, Bahamas, Jamaica, 
Panama, Daytona or Padrel Call now! 
Take A Break Student Travel. (600)32$ 
SAVE or (617)424-6222. 
LOST & FOUND 
Loot Car bey* wtak raiita etturlly 
device $ *wlp* card key. Lost 10/8 
possibly around Hunter's Ridge. Call 
til lam 
SERVICES 
Typtot - Feet, accurate, raaeoneble; 
cornputor/typewriter, return** A ruth 
tab*. 434-4047 
Typing don* - Call Laura. 17110. 
$l/pege. Ruth job*, tool 




i Information and 
buefneaa 
at horn* orjpbrt unit loa. contact 
the Better Buslnesa Bureau 
Inc., at (BOO) 533-6501. 
Tyatagtan»;ha*mCal4$g-nTr*. 
MyeSvel   Come   eiBertonce   an 
Incredible adventure, skydiving, the 
ultimata hlghl Call lor Information. 
Skydrve Orange. (703)842-3671. Com* 
tampataiusl 
PERSONALS 
Imareve y*ur r**um* - Add Army 
ROTC to your lit of acoorraiathmerits. 
We provkto the leadership training top 
companies took for. Cal Army ROTC. 
Captain Doug Keames at 568-6264. 
Underdose picture* w* b* taken until 
October 14 In Taylor 307. Bring a $5 
sitting lee. Dorn mitt outl 
Sating Sreekl 7 nights Irom $128 
Include* A/C, hotel, translert. parties 6 
morel ttaaiau. Paradise Island. Cancun. 
Jamaica. San Juan. Cal M. 433 5951 or 
Elzabeth.432 5658or(8O0)GETSL»il 
Spring Breekl Plan early - Save $30- 
$50 $ get bait roomtl Prices increase 
11/151 Bahama* cruise, 6 days, Indudet 
12 rnttta. $2781 Panama City oceanvtaw 
room with kitchen. $1201 Cancun Irom 
Richmond. $410. Jamaica. $438: South 
Padr* condo. $186; Key Weti. $238: 
Daytona room with kitchant. $1481 
Spring Break Travel. (800)678 6366 
4 me. race - Ban.ll> Wadata Center 
Of Virginia. October 16. 1083. (703)234 
8023. 
CtplseVa Ctaoto* Oolt - Entrlet dose 
10/20. Team Captain's sign-up matting 
10/20 at 530pm in Taylor 400. PayrranT 
of greens tot required at meeting. 
Times Fitness Weak I* neit weekl 
Plan to participate In the World's Largest 
Aerobics Oast. Condition Competton 4 
more. Watch this space tor detest. 
National DJ Connection - 61 for all 
music entertainment needs. 4330360 
I Bring your parents 
$ ktin the JMU Dukes for an sicking 
lootbel game on Saturday. October 16th. 
130pm. The Dukes are going up agatisl 
New Hampshire. Be Therel 
World Feed Day - October 16thI 
Dietetic* Club collecting canned goods 
tor Mercy House. October 11-Octo5er22 
to Moody Hal. 
Qe AT Madges - r* your birthday, eat 
Fruhtoop* on Thursday! 
Happy Mrtnaey to October babtoe In 
III! Love. m. 
CTA - Not tang undl Parents' CeckML 
Only two more daytl 
Eiperience    picture    tremor     • 
photographer serving Impoverished 
students Tom Hawkins, 878-8015. 
AXA - Never hed ttat much tun being 
locked up. CTA 
Juris Bragg to gre.il Fantastic job with 
Hey-UI Lov*. tft. 
-Oh whet . reghtr - |ts get ecrewad) 
i. Alpha Sigma Tau * i October 20th. 
areyouready7 
Flag Football (Co-Rec) 
Entries CIOM 10/20. 
Team Captain's sign- 
up masting 10/20 st 
5:30pm in Taylor 402. 
M" Pledgee - Drink one to get onel 
Love. I" 
We lev* our baby violets! Lov*. £££ 
new B.g Sisters 
Shannon - Oat ready! Tonight's the 
rsgMI AT love, your Big. 
Aaaon Schoemenn - Your AXO Big S* 
tototo you're awetomel 
Vtotate to tie ££T* who helped make 
our basement beautlull 
Here'a to reconetrucdonl AT Pledgee 
love our Staters! 
—el Beak early $ eevel Panama 
C«y from $88. Jamaica $438. Cancun 
$438. Padra $280, Daytona $70. Sal 
trips! Earn cash! Party (reel Call EST 
(800)234-7007. 
xe - A huge thank*  lor a great 
Homecoming catabrsttonl EK 
CTA - Here'* to your continued success! 
Happy Founder's Day! IKA 
EK wishes the JMU Community a 
wonderful Parenrs Weekend I 
A*- Hope you hed t greet Founder's 
Day catabrafcnl nKA 
Aaeon Huh - Your ELI Big Sta lov.. 
youl Cant wall 
Prince - Good luck with Ms. Madison. 
Lov*. Fried Chicken A Princess 
Don't forget to sign up lor a Nuts A 
Bolts workshop. For more into, call 
x6538 
me - Friday night wss greaL Wet get 
down to business with you anytimel 
Love. Phi Chi Theta. 
AXQ Pledgee - Only one mere day 
until the Big Sis/Little S* treasure huntl 
Keep guessingi 
Pamea Pearson - You don't know who I 
am. but I know youl See you Friday. 
AXQ - October 15I\ Celebrate a groat 
Founders Dayl 
Hey AXtl Are you ready to steal your 
scopes tonight? 
To AXQ - Cong ratd. tone on your now 
Little Sisters Looking forward to 
tomorrow night. F|l 
MutaiBon.VVork.hop. 
BtooJn October IS! 
Don't taw* your organization'* 
privilege, by ml**lng them! 
If you haven't signed up, 
give ua a call at x85M. 










There will be no Breeze 
on Monday. October 25, 
due to fall break. 
JMU FOOTBALL-SAT. Be There! 
NEW "CRISPY-THIN" CRUST! 
6." LARGE! 
15" LARGE ONE TOPPING 
433-2300 433-3111 
JM U Campusy#S#Main St ^Port Rd./Market St. 
Onsinal or 
No Coupon Necessary! -crispy-Thin" 
j 
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SUPER VALUES 
THAT'S WHY PARENTS LOVE MR.GATITS !! 
Special!! 
2 Medium 1 
topping pizzas 
The Best Pizza, 
The Best Buffet 
In an Atmosphere 
You'll Enjoy 
THE BUFFET 
It's Gatti's... you create it, we'll make it (3 topping limit) 
Lunch - Mon-Fri $3.69   Sat-Sun $3-99    11AM-2PM 
Dinner - Everyday for $4.59    5:30PM - 8:30PM 
You get to eat & eat... 
Our pizzas fresh from the oven 
Our pasta and homemade sauces 
Our cinnamon, cheese, and garlic sticks 
Our salad bar with over 20 items. 
WIDE SCREEN TVs AND VCR's 
Watch your favorite shows or bring in your favorite video 
(VHS). We'll give you and your party special rates in 
your own party room! 
4330606 
Clover leaf Shopping Center 
Special !! 







w   Delivery 
1 lam-lam Sun - Thurs 
11am -2am Fri-Sat 
Original Crust or Pan Perfect Original Crust or Pan Perfect 
<r}507 ij\J*J + tax 
Medium 1 topping 
or 
4)^ +tax 
Medium 2 or 3 topping 
$5 53 + tax 
Medium 1 topping 
and 2 Drinks 
No coupon necessary 
Ol 
$645 
Medium 2 or 3 topping 
and 2 drinks 
No coupon necessary 
Original Crust or Pan Perfect 
$6?.l 
Large 1 topping 
<31~ 
$7 37 
Original Crust or Pan Perfect 
^ /   +tax 
Large 2 or 3 topping 
tax 
Large 1 topping 
and 4 Drinks 
No coupon necessary 
+ tax 
Large 2 or 3 topping 
and 4 drinks 
No coupon necessary 
